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Trapping of furbearing mammals, particularly with

leghold traps, is a resource related activity that generates

conflict. This study examines the evolution of the

anti-trapping movement, through documentation of its

legislative history since 1900 and an assessment of the

substance of trapping arguments. Geographic and temporal

patterns are examined, as are the varying resource

perceptions of the antagonists.

Many diverse anti-trapping arguments exist. These can

be grouped into arguments dealing with the humane treatment

of animals, the benefits of trapping to humans, and the role

of trapping in wildlife management. All have credible

counter arguments. The arguments and the underlying

resource perceptions of the antagonists are based on

fundamental differences in resource philosophy. However,

the antagonists often have similar goals. Therefore, the

antagonism rests on the perception of policies and

management activities adopted to meet these goals. Further,

the resource decision process itself fosters arguments by

rewarding polarity of view rather than compromise.

Three periods evolved in the anti-trapping movement.



The first was characterized by emotional pleas to end

"cruel" trapping. Nearly 100 anti-trapping bills were

introduced in 18 different states. The second was

characterized by regulatory activities. Anti-trappers hoped

that government would institutionalize humane trapping

practices. Only nine anti-trapping bills could be
documented for this period. The third and current phase

grew from a perceived failure of government to substantially

alter "cruel" trapping practices. This phase is

characterized by sophisticated and knowledgeable arguments

against trapping. Since 1968, 33 states have addressed 342

anti-trapping bills.
Throughout the entire anti-trapping movement, only nine

states have actually banned some form of trapping. Only six

states currently do so. In addition, only one bill has been

seriously considered at the federal level. Thus,

anti-trapping success has been minimal. Nevertheless,

anti-trapping activities are growing in intensity and are
seen as a serious threat by the pro-trapping element.

Analysis of voter results in three states holding
anti-trapping referendums indicates a positive relationship

exists between anti-trapping sentiment and population

density. However, a rural character, as reflected in
sources of income, often supersedes the density

relationship.



THE EVOLUTION AND GEOGRAPHIC ASPECTS OF THE ANTI-TRAPPING
MOVEMENT: A CLASSIC RESOURCE CONFLICT

CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

The trapping of furbearing mammals and predators is a

controversial activity. There are many people who would

like to see trapping, particularly trapping with leghold

traps, abolished. This is not a new phenomenon, nor is it
one that is likely to fade away. Anti-trapping activities

can be traced back to as early as 1901 in the United States

when the New Hampshire State Legislature introduced a

resolution to restrict the use of spring operated traps. To

date,'there have been no less than 450 major anti-trapping

bills introduced in various state legislatures. Very few

have been successful. The Federal Government is not exempt

from anti-trapping efforts. Between 1957 and 1982, some 80

anti-trapping bills were introduced at the Federal level.

However, only one of these was seriously considered.

Despite the many failures, anti-trapping efforts are seen as

a serious and growing threat by the pro-trapping element.

The debates that surround this issue are often heated and

laced with emotion, statistics, and rhetoric.

Established trapping policies are constantly being

challenged. Thus, the anti-trapping conflict provides a

classic example of the role of sociopolitical factors in the
formulation and alteration of resource policy. Further,



because of its persistence, detailed examination and

analysis of its character, patterns, and evolution since

1900 will afford better understanding of why some resource

issues are apparently unresolvable.

This study will first examine the varying resource

perceptions of the antagonists through careful scrutiny of
trapping arguments. It will be shown that antagonism rather

than compromise is rewarded due to the nature of the

resource decision process. Next, it will follow the history
of the legislative attempts to ban trapping, paying

particular attention to some key events and changing

patterns and strategies through space and time. The study

will also examine the results of the Oregon, Ohio, and

Massachusetts referendums, three key events in the

anti-trapping movement. It will include a statistical
analysis of several social parameters that may influence the

occurrence of anti-trapping events.

Literature Review

Much of trapping literature reflects a utilitarian
perspective. Publications dealing with the history and

romance of fur trapping, furbearer management, predator and

damage control, and the economics of the fur industry are

some examples. All of these combine to nurture current

opinions about trapping while forming the basis for most

pro-trapping arguments.

Many authors write of the adventurous trappers entering
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the vast western wilderness, leading the way for settlement

of the United States. This romanticism conveys the message

that trapping of furbearers is a heritage to be proud of and

an acceptable activity in which to participate (Dunn 1845;

Bryce 1900; Elliot 1914; Davidson 1918; Skinner 1920; Laut

1921; Merk 1931; Montgomery 1934; Irving 1950; Schorger

1951; Ross 1956; Irving 1964; Franchere 1967; Meinig 1968;

Ogden 1971; Martin 1978; Wishart 1979).

Literature dealing with the management of furbearers

revolves around the idea that trapping is a necessary tool

to achieve management objectives. Overpopulation and

habitat destruction are said to be likely if trapping is

halted. Similarly, predator control through trapping is

said to be necessary to keep predator populations in check,

thereby reducing damage (Ashbrook 1941; Chase and Beard

1948; Crowe 1975; Anderson 1976).

The economic health of the fur industry and the trapper

is the subject of various articles published in fur trapper

journals and outdoor magazines. These assert that trapping

of furbearers is an important source of income for many

people and a vital industry in the United States.

Articles dealing with attitudes and opinions on

trapping are prevalent in various outdoor and conservation

oriented periodicals. Many of these present detailed

arguments for and against trapping. However, they are

generally a one-sided view and are usually interlaced with

emotion and rhetoric. There is no unaffiliated presentation
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and analysis of the arguments surrounding this issue. Nor

is any consideration given to the variations on theme, or

support for various arguments, through space and time.

Nowhere is there a comprehensive documentation of the

anti-trapping movement in the United States, or a geographic

analysis of the factors that contribute to such actions.

Problem Statement and Research Direction

Concern for wildlife has prompted many studies of a

biological nature. However, much of this information is

functionally useless due to social and political discord

over how best to use wildlife resources. Because the

sociopolitical aspects of resource management may ultimately

determine the future of wildlife, they are in need of closer

scrutiny. This study examines these issues in the context

of trapping furbearers. The study documents the legislative

history of the anti-trapping movement in the United States

since 1900; it examines the varying resource perceptions of

the antagonists through an assessment of pro and

anti-trapping arguments; and it addresses how these

perceptions appear to influence resource policies. Finally,

geographic and temporal patterns in the anti-trapping

movement are examined in an effort to explain the persistent

nature of this resource conflict.



Objectives

The specific objectives of this study are to:

1. Document the history of the anti-trapping movement, with

special emphasis on its geographical components

including: the identification of its origins, centers

of influence, and prominent campaigns.

2. Isolate the resource perceptions held by antagonists in

the anti-trapping conflict as reflected in their

published literature, noting variations in theme through

space and time.

3. Examine the influence of several social factors on the

anti-trapping controversy through analysis of spatial

variations in three anti-trapping referendums.

4. Provide a basis for understanding the nature and

evolution of resource conflicts.

Methodology

Four types of data were required for this study.

First, anti-trapping bills introduced since 1900 were

documented in order to expose the historic and geographic

patterns in this resource conflict. This information was

collected from several sources including a page by page

search through: The Anti-Steel-Trap-League Newsletter,

Defenders, the magazine of Defenders of Wildlife, American

Humane Review, Voice of the Trapper, The Trapper, The
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Furtaker, and others. In addition, a search through the

trapping files of the Humane Society of the United States

(HSUS) and the Animal Welfare Institute was conducted.

Several other special interest groups provided information

from their files including the Wildlife Legislative Fund of

America (WLFA), the National Trappers Association (NTA),

Defenders of Wildlife, and the Animal Protection Institute

(API). Requests for information on anti-trapping events

were also made through contact with each state wildlife

department and state library as well as several state humane

organizations and trapper organizations. Finally, a search

through the Department of Interior library, the Agriculture

Department library, and the United States Library of

Congress was conducted in Washington D.C. This process

provided actual anti-trapping legislation as well as

information on boycotts and other demonstrations.

Although many anti-trapping actions were mentioned in

the literature and files, not all were accompanied by bill

numbers or other identifying traits. Therefore,

documentation guidelines were needed in order to minimize

duplication. Recorded anti-events in this study include

those bills of which a copy was actually obtained, those

described in detail and/or accompanied by bill numbers, and

those confirmed by state officials through personal contact.

When a bill was located, its number, date, location, and
nature were recorded. Also of interest was whether the bill

was local or national in extent and whether it had passed or
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failed. Administrative rules intended to ban the leghold

trap for humane reasons were also recorded.

The second type of information gathered in this study

was required to expose the resource perceptions of the

antagonists. It was felt that this would best be portrayed
in the published literature of the special interest groups.
Thus, pamphlets, booklets, books, and articles dealing with
the various arguments for and against trapping dating

between 1900 and 1982 were collected and examined. The

subsequent analysis provided insight into the nature and

extent of the arguments, the changing emphasis of arguments

or strategies through time, and the philosophical

differences of the antagonists.
The third type of data collected was the vote results

from three states (Massachusetts, Ohio, Oregon) holding

anti-trapping referendums. The vote results were collected

at the county level in Ohio and Massachusetts and at the

precinct level in Oregon. The results were divided into

nine categories and subsequently compared with several

population parameters including population density, percent

urban/rural population, and percent employment in primary

economic activities. In addition, the Oregon results were

analyzed at the census division level to further expose any

socially relevant patterns in the voting results. The

Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS) was used to

analyze data relationships through use of a Spearman Rank

Order Correlation Coefficient.
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The final data group grew from the need to explain the

patterns exposed in the historical legislative analysis. It

was questioned whether the observed patterns were real or

merely a factor of the data collection process. It was felt

that a good method to determine the validity of the patterns

would be to examine concurrent changes in public interest or

attitudes, and anti-trapping activities through time.

To determine relative interest in anti-trapping

sentiment, a qualitative content analysis of trapping

related articles published in nationally circulated popular

periodicals was conducted. Many of these publications are

indexed in the Readers Guide to Popular Periodicals;

therefore, this publication served as a source to locate

articles of interest dating between 1890 and 1982. An

attempt was made to locate all articles referenced and

derived under the key words: trapping, furbearers, traps,

animals (treatment of). Once an article was located, its

content was analyzed and categorized as being oriented

towards (1) romanticism of the fur trade or trapping, (2)

the economics of fur trapping, (3) trapping technique, (4)

conservation of furbearers, or (5) humane trapping. The

tabulated results were then compared to the pattern of

anti-trapping legislation to determine if the observed

pattern had substance. In addition, the content of the

articles provided insight into the changing character of the

anti-trapping conflict through time.



CHAPTER II

THE SUBSTANCE OF ANTI-TRAPPING ARGUMENTS

The underlying impetus common to all resource conflicts

is simply that the activities of one segment of resource

users antagonize another. This is particularly true where

common or public resources are involved. In the case of

trapping, trappers are utilizing a public resource in a

manner that is perceived as unacceptable by a large segment

of the population (Kellert 1979).

To understand the varying resource perceptions of the

antagonists, they must first be identified. In the broadest

sense there are trapping advocates and trapping opponents.

The trapping advocates include commercial trappers, most

state wildlife agencies, the United States Fish and Wildlife

Service, and various citizens or groups that do not

participate in trapping but believe it to be necessary.

Each of the advocating segments support trapping for

different reasons. For example, trappers favor trapping

because it is a source of income, a tradition or heritage,
or a form of outdoor recreation. State wildlife agencies

might support trapping because they view wildlife as a

harvestable crop to be replenished and used for the public

good. The United States Fish and Wildlife Service, and

other federal agencies, generally support trapping as a

means to reduce animal damage complaints. Nonparticipants

supporting trapping include those who benefit from trapping,
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such as the fur industry, as well as ranchers and farmers

who are on the receiving end of damage control efforts.

There are some who support trapping because they see it as

necessary to control wildlife populations, protect habitats,
and reduce disease outbreaks. Finally, there is a segment,

which might include hunters and fisherman, that support

trapping because they see anti-trapping efforts as an

indirect threat to their own activities. Although the

reasons may vary, these diverse segments have one thing in

common, they all support trapping. Together they form a

powerful pro-trapping element.

The opponents of trapping are equally diverse; however,

they consist almost entirely of citizen groups. These

non-users of the resource range from groups that oppose the

killing of animals for any reason to those who are only

against the use of leghold traps. Table 1 provides a

summary of positions held by various special interest groups

on the subject of trapping furbearing mammals.

For the most part, the trapping opponents can be placed

into two main categories. First, there are those who oppose

trapping for humane reasons. This segment of the

anti-element is primarily concerned with elimination of
"cruel" trapping. Within this segment, the stategies used

to achieve humane trapping vary greatly. Some perceive all

trapping as inappropriate and thus attempt to boycott the

fur industry, play on the moral consciousness of fur

wearers, or legislatively eliminate all trapping and thus
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the fur industry. Others view only certain forms of

trapping as being inhumane and attempt to replace or

eliminate "cruel" trapping practices. The latter approach

is by far the most common.

Table 1. Trapping Positions Held By Special Interest Groups.

NTA NWF FTA CDC IAFWA NRA WC HSUS WLFA DOW CART API FFA AHA AFA

Wildlife Mgt Tool + * + * + + + * - + - - +

Conserve Population + * + + + + - - - +

Disease Control + + + + + + + - - - +

Heritage * + * * + _ * _ -

Recreation * * * + + * _ +

Income + * _ + +

Predator Control + + + + + + + +

Renewable Resource + + + * * + - + +

Any method ok * + * + * +

All trapping inhumane x

Leghold is inhumane +

Animals have rights _ - - * _ + * * +

Alternatives exist + + * + -

No alternatives exist + + + + * - + _ _ _ + +

* Main Emphasis/strongly agree (based on qualitative content analysis
+ Limited Emphasis/agree of organizations' published literature)

no position
disagree

= strongly disagree

NTA - National Trappers Association WLFA - Wildlife Legislative Fund of America
NWF - National Wildlife Federation DOW - Defenders of Wildlife
FTA - Fur Takers of America CART - Canadian Association for Humane Trapping
CDC - Centers for Disease Control API - Animal Protection Institute
NRA - National Rifle Association FFA - Fund for Animals

WC - Woodstream Corporation AHA - American Humane Association
AFA - American Forestry Association HSUS - Humane Society of the United States

IAFWA - Internation Association of Fish and Wildlife Agencies

The second group of opponents may also oppose "cruel"

trapping, but the main focus of their arguments deal with

the legitimacy of trapping as the best management

prescription for the wildlife involved. They seek to alter

the structure of wildlife management. Trapping proponents

argue that this latter group is against wildlife management
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itself; however, careful scrutiny of their position

indicates that most agree with the management goal to

protect wildlife populations, but do not agree with the

procedures or policies established to achieve this goal.

They indicate that trapping policies, for the most part, are

designed to benefit humans, not wildlife.'

Arguments surrounding resource utilization are complex

and often dynamic. As is the case in most resource

conflicts, there are many arguments both for and against

trapping. Table 2 provides a summary of the many arguments

related to trapping. The remainder of this chapter will

examine the substance of those arguments.

Arguments Concerned With Humane Treatment of Animals

Most humane arguments deal with how the animal is

captured, treated, and dispatched. Simply put, humane

advocates feel that animals have rights as living creatures,

and that humans have a moral obligation to take, treat, or

kill animals as humanely as possible, and only when

necessary. This is not a new idea. Nearly everyone is

aware of the laws that protect our pets and domestic

animals. However, humane treatment of wildlife is not as

widely accepted in our society. Humane advocates seek to

change this.

Using Traps to Capture Wild Animals. One of the

fundamental problems surrounding the humane treatment of

wild animals is the means by which the animals are captured.



Table 2. Summary of Pro-trapping and Anti-trapping Arguments

HUMANE ARGUMENTS

anti-trappers say pro-trappers respond
----------------- --------------------

leghold trap inJuries are
injures animals minor/limited

animals endµrepain/suffering animals incapable
of pain/suffering
natural deaths
are less humane

animals left in not left in trapstraps to suffer very long

trapping is non-
selective

trap check periodsare regulated
with experience,it is selective

non-targget animals non-target animalsare killa are re eased
more humane traps alternative trapsexist are unsuitable
alternative fur is renewableproducts exists

---------------------------------------------------
HUMAN BENEFIT ARGUMENTS

pro-trappers say anti-trappers espond
----------------

--------------r-------

proud history exploitation
heritage
source of
outdoor
recreation
source of
income
reduces
disease

reduces
Rredation,

recreation need
not includecruelty
provides only
limited income
no relationship
provenvaccination ismore effective
many alternativesexist, non-lethal

amage
---------------------------------------------------

WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT ARGUMENTS

pro-trappers say anti-trappers respond
---------------- ---------------------controls natural controls

populations exist
reduces selected animalshabitat only, others are
destruction, selected against
improves pop.
essential management policy
management is bias adtool
scientific resource assumption
widlife mgt. is philosophy
renewable not science
resource
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Most of the arguments related to the trapping conflict can

be linked to this one action. It is the question of whether

trapping itself is humane that fuels this resource conflict.
- Use of the Leghold Trap. Most of the controversy

over trapping centers on use of the leghold trap (Figure 1).

The common leghold trap (not to be confused with leg snare

traps) goes by many names. These include: the steel

leghold trap, the steel trap, the steel-jawed leghold trap,
the gin trap (primarily in England), the spring operated

trap, etc. In this paper, for the purpose of clarity, any
trap similar to that in Figure 1 will be referred to as a
leghold trap. This device is alleged to cause undue pain

and suffering to the animal in its grasp. The leghold trap

is the most commonly used trap for the taking of furbearers

and predators in this country. (For detailed information on

the history of the steel trap, see Schorger, 1951.) The fur

industry contends that roughly 87 percent of the furs they

use are taken with the leghold trap (Hearings 1975, p. 290;

Duenkel 1979). Some humane groups indicate that if the

number of non-target animals is included, the total number

of animals trapped yearly by this device in the United

States may be as high as 25 million (Hodge 1982). Trappers

argue that the numbers are far less than this but do agree

that millions of animals are taken with the leghold trap
each year.

The leghold trap has been described as a "cruel and

barbaric" device used for the capture of animals. The
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animal stepping on the pan or trigger of this device finds

its leg "grasped" or "smashed" between two steel jaws.

"The traps powerful jaws snap shut on the limbs of
a victim with a violent force that can be compared
to slamming a car door on your finger and leaving
it there for several hours or even days" (Long
1981, p. 2).

Figure 1. Various Leghold Trap Designs.
A) Longspring or Flatspring Leghold trap,
B) Coilspring trap.
Other variations exist, but the basic designs
are similar.

There is little doubt that many animals caught in leghold

traps sustain injuries. Some would argue that the trap

itself causes little injury when properly used by

experienced trappers. Many studies have been conducted on

the leghold trap in an effort to assess its effects on

trapped animals. Berchielli and Tullar (1981) reported that

of 87 animals captured in a #1 1/2 coilspring leghold trap,

17.2 percent sustained fractures, 19.5 percent lost part of
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the trapped limb, 32.2 percent had lacerations, while 40.2

percent had no visible injuries. In an injury study

conducted by Castro and Presnall (1944), it was found that 4

out of every 9 coyotes caught in leghold traps had torn skin

and flesh with moderate to heavy bleeding. A report by

Novak (1980) indicated that of 26 captured raccoons, 39

percent suffered broken bones, cut tendons, extensive

swelling and skin cuts. Of 30 captured skunks, 14 lost all

or part of the trapped limb. Many other studies support

these findings (Atkeson 1956; Nellis 1968; Linscombe 1976;

Gilbert, 1981).

Most trappers agree that trapped animals do sustain

some injuries, particularly where "slob" trappers or

inexperienced trappers are involved. However, they usually

will not agree that animals experience "pain and suffering"

while in the traps. Trappers point to the many instances

where the leghold trapped animals are found sleeping in

traps (Heft 1979). They claim that the trapped limb soon

becomes numb and the animal feels no pain (Caracciola 1979).

Further, they question the physiological ability of animals

to experience pain and; more specifically, suffering. They

often accuse anti-trappers of being anthropomorphic,

asserting that:

"... We cannot equate the feelings of human beings
with those of other animals. There is no method,
at this time, to measure the degree of pain and
psychic trauma experienced by trapped animals"
(cf. Longley 1975, p. 321).

The opponents, on the other hand, point out that simply
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because the pain cannot be measured does not mean that it

does not exist.

"To deny the existence of conscious pain perception
in mammals is to be totally blind to their
non-verbal communication and ignorant of basic
comparative anatomy and physiology" (cf. Peacock
1980, p. XI).

They also indicate that animals found sleeping in traps may

be using a displacement activity to reduce stress

(Berchielli and Tullar 1981).

Interestingly, both sides use the same argument to

support their opposing views. Trapping advocates claim that

there is no scientific evidence that trapped animals feel

pain. Conversely, anti-trappers claim that there is no
evidence that animals do not feel pain. There have been

many studies conducted that deal with the existence or

nonexistence of pain and suffering in animals. The results

of these studies are contradictory, indicating that at this

time the question of pain is not resolvable (Howard and

Kelley 1976; Vierck 1976; Beary 1977; Cape 1977).

Some trappers do admit that animals can suffer pain;

however, this is quickly followed with the argument that

natural deaths usually entail much more suffering than

results from trapping. They contend that nature is much

more cruel than the trapper, and that death through

starvation, disease, and predation is often painful and

lingering (Hoyt 1977). The anti-trappers faced with this

argument counter that "... nature's necessary cruelty is not

a justification for man's unnecessary cruelty" (cf. Kilroy
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1979).

Thus, the question of pain is really a question of

morals. Is it more humane to trap animals or let them die

from natural causes? Unless governed otherwise, moral

issues are left to each individual's conscience. Both sides

feel strongly that they are right.

- Alternative Traps. Opponents of the leghold trap,

recognizing the pain and injury to animals as being real,

argue that this trap is archaic and should be replaced with

a more humane alternative. Stewart (1977) in Traps and

Trapping, Furs and Fashion, indicates that research and

development of more humane traps has lead to over 4000

patents being issued in the United States and Canada. For

over 75 years, various traps have been tested by humane

organizations and trap manufacturers in an effort to replace

the leghold trap. These efforts have been largely

unsuccessful to date.

The most notable alternative to the leghold trap is the

Conibear Trap (Figure 2). The Conibear was invented by

Frank Conibear in the 1950's, and is in the class of traps

known as instant-kill traps. The concept of a quick kill is

acceptable to most, but not all, humane sympathizers.

Simply put, if an animal must be killed, it is far better to

do it quickly than to let it suffer a lingering death.

Federal slaughterhouse laws were instituted based on this

principle. Thus, for many years after its invention, the

Conibear TraD was touted as the trap that would replace the
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leghold. However, there are several inherent problems that

have limited its acceptance both by trappers and

subsequently by humane groups, the main problem being that

it does not always kill the animal quickly (Voight n.d.).

The Canadian Federal Provincial Committee for Humane

Trapping and several other groups conducting tests, found

that when improperly positioned in the trap, the animal was

crushed but not always killed. This was felt to result in a

substantially more agonizing death than by the leghold trap.

There are many experts who say that if properly used the

conibear is an effective and acceptable trap (Hoyt 1977).

However, due to the testing results, this trap is not even

in good standing with most anti-leghold groups.

Figure 2. The Conibear Trap.
Designed by Frank Conibear in the mid 1950's.
This trap is of the instant kill variety and is

widely used, being second only to the leghold
trap.

Even when the Conibear Trap was in good standing with

humane groups, its acceptance by trappers was limited.
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Reasons given for the lack of acceptance include cost, the

larger versions costing more than legholds; the fact that

this trap precludes release of non-target animals, such as

pets, birds, and protected animals; that the trap is

ineffective when trapping long-legged or wily animals, such

as fox and coyote; that it is difficult and dangerous to

use; and that the larger sizes pose a threat to small
children.

Many other types of traps are said to have similar

limiting factors. Box traps are said to be too cumbersome;

killer snares are non-selective and preclude release of

non-target animals; leg snares are difficult to use,
particularly in cold weather. In short, trappers contend

that the leghold trap, made in many shapes, sizes, and

variations to meet diverse trapping requirements, is the

most effective and efficient trap. The alternative traps

are either ineffective, cost prohibitive, non-selective,

difficult to use, or dangerous to man.

Faced with this staunch opposition to different traps,

anti-leghold groups began pushing for modified versions of

the leghold trap. Modifications include padding the jaws

with rubber, plastic, or cloth, offsetting them so the jaws

won't close completely, and using drugs to tranquilize the

trapped animal. Although there is a lot of pressure to use

these modified traps, a review of trap advertisements in

trapper magazines indicates that modified traps are

virtually not for sale. According to trappers, there are
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several problems with these "new traps". First, there is
the problem of obtaining drugs and then of determining the

proper dosage for an unknown animal. Second, the offset

traps result in more escapes. And third, the padding on the

trap holds the human scent, keeping animals away from sets.

Many leghold denunciators feel that even these modified

leghold traps are unacceptable. They point to the Novak

study cited above which utilized #2 coilspring t.raps with

offset jaws and to Linhart et al. (1980) who found that 43

percent of the coyotes caught in offset leghold traps had

broken bones. For the most part, modified legholds are

currently limited to research, testing, and development.

Treatment of Trapped Animals. Perhaps more disturbing

to the opponents of trapping than the trap itself is the

period of time the animal is left in the trap. Normal

trapping procedures require traps to be set and left
unattended for varying periods of time. Trappers return

later, usually in the morning, to check their traps for

animals. Opponents point out that the longer the animal is

left in the trap, the more injuries it incurs in its effort
to escape, and the more suffering it must endure.

Trappers indicate that most states require trappers to
check their traps periodically to minimize the period of

time the animal must stay in the trap. Trap check periods

vary from state to state with 22 requiring that traps be
checked every 24 hours; three states require checks every 36

hours; three every 48 hours; and four every 72 hours.
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However, 16 states have no visiting requirements (Scott

1977). Trappers contend that these visitation periods are

adequate to minimize undue suffering. Anti-trappers in

return state that these times are arbitrary, as demonstrated
by their differences, and are set for the trapper's
convenience, not for the animal's welfare. They say there

is no scientific evidence that indicates an animal can
tolerate pain for a set period of time'(HSUS 1977).

Further, they point out that trap check requirements are

largely unenforceable and often ignored. Trappers counter

that most do comply with the regulations voluntarily and

only the few "slob" trappers leave traps unchecked.

Anti-trappers contend that many animals are left in
traps for long periods and that most of these animals die

from injury, exposure, hunger, thirst, or predation during
this period. Trappers counter that it is not to their
advantage to leave animals in traps for long periods as this

results in more damage to the pelt. Also, they say that

because most of the animals they trap are nocturnal and

because most trappers check their traps early in the

morning, the trapped animal is actually only in the trap for
a short period.

Trapping opponents point to the many instances where

animals left in traps chew or "wring-off" the trapped limb,
indicating that trap check intervals are not adequate and

that the leghold is inhumane. For instance, Atkeson (1956)

reported that of 196 foxes trapped in leghold traps, 26
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percent escaped, but did so at the expense of a portion of

the trapped limb. Similar crippling losses were reported

for mink (27.6 percent) and raccoon (24 percent). However,

trappers indicate that they are not in the business of
catching legs. They want the whole animal, thus they take

steps to minimize such losses (Hoyt 1977). These steps

include frequent checks, short chains, swivels on chains,

stop loss traps, jump traps, and drowning sets.

Drowning sets (where the animal is held under water by

the trap) are becoming more popular both with leghold and

conibear traps. Trappers indicate that drowning sets reduce

crippling losses and kill the animal quickly. Anti-trappers

state that drowning sets are more acceptable, but in many

cases, are used only because they are required as a result

of humane efforts. Further, drowning sets are not used for

all species, and that most species caught in water sets can

usually hold their breath for long periods (i.e. beaver,
muskrat), resulting in a slow agonizing death. However,

most humane advocates do prefer drowning sets to land sets.

Dispatching the Trapped Animal. The means by which the

trapper dispatches the leghold trapped animal is a further

point of contention between trappers and anti-trappers.

Most states have no regulations regarding how.the trapped

animal should be killed. When speaking of killing the

animal, most trappers talk of clubbing the animal or of
stomping or standing on it. To the humane advocates, this

activity is atrocious and is an example of the callous
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nature of trappers and their blatant disregard for life.
Trappers contend that there are many methods used to kill

trapped animals and that "all trapped animals are rendered

instantly unconscious in one manner or another" (Anonymous

1981a, p. 5).

The Issue of Non-target Animals. One of the major

problems with trapping, as viewed by anti-trappers, is its
non-selective nature. Trapping proponents contend that

"[The leghold trap] in the hands of an expert is as
selective as a rifle bullet" (Reed 1981, p. 30). However,

antis point out that any animal (or person for that matter)

can wander into a trap. They liken trapping to a hunter

shooting at a noise in a bush. They maintain that many

non-target animals are trapped each year, a large percentage

of these being pets.

The number of suspected non-target animals is usually

quoted at three out of four by anti-trappers. They back

these statements with studies done by various humane

societies and analysis of government reports. For instance,

a 1974 study by the Minnesota Department of Natural

Resources revealed that of 586 animals taken in leghold

traps, 71 percent were not the primary target (Chesness

1974).

More disturbing to humane sympathizers is that many of

the unwanted animals are injured too badly to be released.

Government trappers estimate that approximately 75 percent

of the non-target animals trapped must be destroyed (Oakes
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1979). Naturally, leghold trap advocates disagree with

these figures, stating that "unwanted animals are released

with little or no ill effects" (Hoyt 1977). Don Hoyt Sr.,

President of the National Trappers Association, says that

"trash" animals destroyed'by the trapper do not even come

close to one percent. He further contends that it's the

inexperienced "slob" trappers that catch pets and other

unwanted animals, and that trapping can be very selective if

done properly by experienced trappers (Hoyt 1977).

On this issue, the opponents argue that most trappers

are not professional or experienced and that many are

children under 16 not. even required to have a license. It

is difficult to determine what percentage of trappers are

professional and how many are inexperienced or children. A

study conducted in Tennessee, where children are not exempt

from licensing, indicated that nearly 20 percent were

students. This study also found that only about 15 percent

of the trappers could be considered professional (Warren

1975). Trappers, on the other hand, point to a study by the

Colorado State University Cooperative Extension Service that

found the average age of trappers to be 34.7 with an average

of 16 years of experience (Boddicker 1980). However, this

study sampled only subscribers to trapper magazines;

therefore, the results may be biased against children or new

trappers.
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Summary. The humane aspects of the trapping conflict

center mainly around the leghold trap. This trap is said to
be inhumane, inflicting undue pain and suffering on its

victims. The suffering is said to be compounded by the

length of time the animal must remain in the trap. Trappers

assert that this trap is not cruel if used properly. Most

feel that animals cannot experience pain and suffering as

humans define it. They further point out that regulations

regarding trap inspection are sufficient to minimize

injuries to trapped animals. Trappers go on to say that the

leghold trap is the most efficient trap available and that
no suitable alternative exists.

Opponents feel that most of the trapping is not done by

experienced trappers. They claim that for the most part

.trapping is done by inexperienced and often irresponsible

children who are not required to have a license or report
their activities. They also feel that trap check periods

are arbitrary and largely unenforceable. Opponents of the

leghold indicate that trappers "summarily dismiss

alternative traps" and are not at all interested in
financially supporting trap design research. They feel it
is arrogant for those exploiting a public resource to
dictate the terms under which they will accept a publicly

supported alternative. They further believe it is not
necessary that an acceptable alternative be present before

an unacceptable trap is banned. Also, until the leghold is
banned there will be no adequate incentive to invent a



better trap (HSUS 1977).

The Human Aspects of Anti-trapping Arguments

Human factors related to the trapping controversy are

espoused primarily by the pro-trapping element. The

argument to continue trapping for the benefit of people is

the major theme used to counter anti-trapping efforts.
Specified benefits include disease control, damage control,

jobs and income, and recreation. Although these items are

given as the reasons to continue trapping, the underlying

tenet is "to protect the heritage of the American

sportsman...." (WLFA n.d.).

Control of Disease Through Trapping. There are many

diseases carried by wild animals that are transmitable to

man or his domestic animals, the most often cited of these

being rabies. Bubonic plague, rinderpest, African swine

fever, hoof and mouth disease, tularemia, Rocky Mountain

spotted fever, and leptospirosis are other diseases in this

category. An examination of the rabies argument will serve

well to elucidate the complexity of the disease/trapping

controversy.

Trapping advocates simply contend that rabies and other

diseases are a threat to man which must be controlled, and

that trapping is the best way of achieving this goal. They

indicate that rabies is a density dependent disease and by

removing the animals through trapping they are helping to

reduce the problem. They continue that trapping is the only

27
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means available to control the spread of such diseases,

particularly those carried by skunks which have no natural

predators and are the primary carrier of rabies. To support

the argument that trapping is a useful means of controlling
the spread of disease, trapping advocates point to the rapid

increase in wild cases of rabies that accompanied the

increase in furbearer populations during the late 1940's.

Thus, they conclude that if commercial trapping hadn't

increased as well, the incidence of rabies contact would be

much higher.

The antis contend it's possible that rabies was always

prevalent in wild animals and the coincidental increase

noted above was the result of increased awareness by the

general public and improved detection techniques. They also

contend there is no relationship between increased

commercial trapping and decreased incidence of rabies. For

example, since 1970 commercial trapping has steadily

increased. Yet in 1980, over 6400 confirmed cases of rabies

were reported to the Centers for Disease Control. This was

the largest reported number since 1954. Further, they say

that commercial trappers trap those animals which yield the

highest return, not the diseased animals or the disease

carrying species, such as the striped skunk (Burns 1979)

which has little market value. They also indicate that some

states have already banned trapping with no ill effect

(Scott 1977). Finally, they contend that bats, not skunks,

are the primary carriers of rabies and that no trappers
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purposefully trap bats (Stewart 1977).

Trappers counter that the incidental catch of rabid
skunks (which accounted for 63 percent of the reported

rabies cases in 1980) reduces a possible rabies encounter

and delimits problem areas to wildlife agencies so that

control efforts can be implemented (Krause 1982). A

pamphlet by the Wildlife Legislative Fund of America sums up

the trappers point of view:
"Trapping with the leghold trap is the essential
tool for wildlife biologists to monitor skunk and
other furbearer populations, to detect the presence
and extent of the disease and to keep skunk and
other furbearer populations levels down, which in
turn lessens the chances of a rabies flare-up"
(WLFA n.d., p. 4).

Much of the pro-trapping literature points to
supporting statements by various groups about the role of

trapping in disease control. The most often cited statement

being made by the Centers For Disease Control:

"We believe that the spread of certain diseases
through a wild animal population is
density-associated. Properly conducted trapping
can be a factor in controlling animal populations
in a given area and can make a contribution to
lowering density levels. In this respect, we
believe trapping can reduce the potential of the
spread of disease" (Woodstream 1980, p. 16).

In a personal conversation with Dr. Greg Parham of the

Centers For Disease Control on June 27, 1982, he pointed out

that the statement quoted by the Woodstream Corporation in

1980 had been made some 10 years prior and has since "fallen

in disfavor".
The opposition, on the other hand, usually points to a

1973 study by the National Academy of Sciences which
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concluded:

"Persistent trapping or poisoning campaigns as a
means to control rabies should be abolished. There
is no evidence that these costly and politically
attractive programs reduce either wildlife
reservoirs or rabies incidence" (National Research
Council 1973).

The Council on Environmental Quality submitted the following

statement during hearings on Painful Trapping Devices before

The Subcommittee on Fisheries and Wildlife Conservation and

the Environment:

"The Council has examined the possible relationship
between discontinuation of the steel leghold trap
and rabies, and can find no reliable data anywhere
that suggests such a relationship. The incidence
of rabies does not appear to increase or decrease
with changes in trapping methods. The contention
that rabies increases dramatically when steel
leghold traps are banned seems entirely without
merit" (Hearings 1975, p. 148).
In light of this contradiction, several experts were

personally contacted, including: Dr. Greg Parham of the

Centers for Disease Control; Dr. George Humphries of the

California State Department of Health; and Dale Toweill of

the Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife. All of these
individuals indicated that commercial trapping has little or
no effect on the overall incidence of rabies because

commercial trappers focus on economic return rather than

control of disease. However, they all indicated that

government organized trapping can be effective in reducing

disease risk in localized areas of acute concern where

specific species of rabies carriers are targeted. They

agree that the disease is density dependent but indicate it

is too expensive to attempt density reducing programs on a
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wide scale such as those attempted in New York and Virginia

in the 1960's (see Marx and Swink 1963; Marx 1966).

In the late 1960's, the state of New York attempted to

reduce fox population density in order to control rabies.

This effort was examined by the National Research Council

Subcommittee on rabies (1973). They found that trapping

foxes did not reduce rabies incidence nor did it reduce fox

density although the age structure of the population may

have been altered. Similar results were indicated in a

review of the Virginia program.

In response to the rabies argument, anti-trappers point

out that most of the studies on the incidence of rabies in

man and animals indicate that domestic animals are the

primary transmitter of rabies to man. For example, a study

conducted in Georgia from 1967 through 1971 showed that

although 97.2 percent of the known cases of rabies occurred

in wild species, 55 percent of the human cases were a result

of contact with rabid domestic animals (Cursier et al. 1975)

A similar study by the Illinois Department of Health found

that of 1,272 rabies cases, 71 percent were found in

wildlife species. However, of the reported human exposures,

67 percent were the result of contact with domestic animals

(Martin et al. 1969). These results, and others, lead

anti-trappers to conclude that the best approach to solve

the rabies problem is not trapping wild animals but rather

to continue and improve domestic animal vaccination

programs.
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Reducing Predator Damage Through Trapping. There is

little doubt that predation on domestic stocks, damage to

crops and forest products, and other nuisance vicissitudes

combine to cause billions of dollars of damage each year by

wild animals. Much of this damage is thought to be caused

by furbearers or predators such as raccoon, muskrat, beaver,

boomer, coyote, and fox. Trapping of these animal

populations is said to be "essential" to control damage.

Trapping literature is full of examples of economic

losses to stockman, farmers, foresters, and homeowners as a

result of wild animal activities. For example,in 1974 "one

million head of sheep were killed by coyotes at a financial

loss of $30 to 50 million" (Seriano 1978, p. 21). In

Oregon, economic loss to coyote predation on sheep and

cattle is said to be as high as $1 million annually (Oregon

Fur Takers n.d.). In Nevada, the annual losses of sheep

alone exceed $3 million; in California, nearly $9 million;

and in Illinois, over half a million dollars (WLFA

n.d., p. 7). Raccoons damage field crops; beavers and

muskrats destroy levees, culverts, farm ponds, dams, and

irrigation ditches; beavers flood valuable farm lands; and

the list goes on.

Trapping proponents contend that "the leghold trap is

essential to reduction of crop and livestock damage by

wildlife" and that any restrictions on commercial trapping

or the leghold trap would result in increasingly severe

economic losses (WLFA n.d., p. 6). They contend that
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trapping with leghold traps is the best predator control

method, and because trappers can sell the fur, there is

little or no cost to the farmer, rancher, or consumer

(Oregon Fur Takers n.d.). Anti-trappers counter that most

of the nuisance complaints are handled by government

trappers, not commercial trappers, and that the subsidies

paid out in control efforts by the public are substantial.
The response by anti-trappers to the predator damage

problem deals largely with alternatives that will achieve
the goal of reducing economic losses without using the

leghold trap. The question of whether or not alternative

methods can prevent or reduce losses and damage is addressed

in a compilation of over 260 articles and reports dealing

with this issue by Sara Polenick titled Controlling Animal

Damage (undated). Many of the animal related problems can

better be dealt with in what is called an "integrated
control approach", rather than the trapping only approach

currently used. Anti-trappers point out that some

relatively minor changes in domestic animal care would

reduce the losses much more effectively than trapping.

Where predation is concerned, the alternatives indicated are

predator-proof fencing, especially around chicken houses and

other small areas; the use of guard dogs; taste aversion;

and simply keeping the young vulnerable animals out of reach

of predators.

Some major findings of this report illuminate the
substance of the anti-trappers stand that trapping is not
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the best control method. First, current predator control
methods result in many cases of non-target animals being

trapped. A study by Beasom (1974) indicated that 67 percent

of the animals taken were caught by mistake. Besides the

extreme waste of life and man hours paid, catching the wrong

animal 67 percent of the time hardly relieves the original
problem. Second, in many cases more public money is being

spent on control efforts than the value of the livestock
lost. For example, the Leopold report (1964) indicated that

in one area the value of sheep reported lost was $3,501,

whereas the control costs exceeded $90,000. This indicates

that alternative methods should have been considered.

Third, most of the losses are the result of poor animal
husbandry, which is perpetuated.by the very existence of

government control and agricultural subsidy programs.

Simply put, if faced with no source of reimbursement,

ranchers and farmers would soon adopt appropriate measures

to limit losses. Suggested measures would include: better

choice of location; less vulnerable animals; better
supervision of animals including herders, guard dogs, and

shed lambing; and utilization of new protective techniques

such as improved fencing and taste aversion. Similar

alternatives exist for other problem animals such as drain

pipes in beaver dams, the use of repellents, diversifying
crops, and learning to live with and recognize the benefits
of so called nuisance animals. In short, anti-trappers
suggest an integrated problem solving approach. To these
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suggestions, the trappers respond that fencing is too

expensive, taste aversion is proven unsuccessful, guard dogs

are not practical in large open range areas, and keeping

animals out of reach is not feasible.

Obviously, there is no incentive for commercial

trappers to advocate these alternatives, and as mentioned,

the very existence of the animal control program reduces the

penalty to landowners for poor business decisions.

Anti-trappers recognize this alliance as self-fulfilling to

trappers. As long as government agencies are heavily

involved in trapping as the primary method to control animal

damage, commercial trappers in their efforts to fight the

antis will have the support of the farmers, ranchers, and

foresters who benefit from this program.

The Economic Aspects of Trapping. The fur industry

claims to directly or indirectly employ some 250,000 people.

After production, sales of fur products reach nearly $900

million annually. Exports of fur add another $400 million

to the yearly fur trade (WLFA n.d.). Trappers and

sympathizers are quick to point out that if the leghold

trap, the primary tool used to take furbearers, is banned

many people would be out of work and much revenue would be

lost. Walter Schwartz, President of Schwartz and Kreinig

Fur Manufacturers, sums up the fur industry's views on

banning the leghold trap: "... We will no longer be able to

obtain the kinds of furs necessary to our industry.

Literally thousands of people will lose their jobs and the
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fur industry will go down the drain...." (Hearings 1975,

p. 290).

Trappers and the fur industry point to statements by

some extremists who allege that the best way to eliminate

trapping cruelty is to eliminate the fur industry. However,

most anti-trappers indicate that they do not have the demise

of the fur industry in mind, only the elimination of cruelty

and thus the leghold trap. On the other hand, they do feel

that the fur industry, as the primary exploiter of a public

resource, should support efforts to make trapping more

humane rather than oppose these efforts.

There are roughly 2 million trappers in the United

States selling more than $200 million worth of fur each year

(Pond 1979, p. 15). Trapping advocates claim that, to many

of these trappers, the fur resource is a major source of

income. To others, this income may supplement social

security, pay for a college education, or help seasonal

workers through the winter (WLFA n.d.; Gebo 1974; Oregon Fur

Takers n.d.). The state of New York claims to have over

17,000 trappers earning some $12 million annually.

Minnesota has 14,000 trappers sharing $9 million yearly.

Pennsylvania trappers combine to earn nearly $4 million each

year. According to many of these trappers, banning the

leghold trap would be a severe hardship (Parsons 1977;

Stewart 1977).

When anti-trappers talk of the fur take, they choose to

speak of animals killed rather than dollars earned. While
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trappers boast of increasing sales, anti-trappers see

increasing suffering. They point to the reported yearly

catch as testiment of this suffering. In 1970, over 9

million animals were trapped in the United States, over 11

million in 1974. Louisiana alone reported 3.5 million

trapped animals in 1977 and Oregon trappers killed more than

100,000 animals in 1980 (Friends of Animals and Their

Environment 1980; Oregon Statistical Summary 1980). Even if

the estimated 14 million "trash" animals are not included,

anti-trappers contend that the amount of pain and suffering

surely surpasses the relatively minimal dollar return.

When anti-trappers do consider the trappers, they

indicate that in actuality less than one percent (20,000)

earn a majority of their income from trapping (Friends of

Animals and Their Environment 1980). Thus, they feel there

is no widespread hardship involved with a leghold ban.

Further, they indicate that trapping could continue if

humane methods were adopted.

Trapping as a National Heritage and Recreational

Activity. Another human aspect of the trapping conflict

involves outdoor recreation. As Aldo Leopold said: "Public

policies for outdoor recreation are controversial. Equally

conscientious citizens hold opposite views on what it is and

what should be done to conserve its resource base" (Leopold

1949).

Trappers indicate that:

"Getting back to nature in the form of recreational
trapping is a source of enjoyment for many. These
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people intimately learn the habits of the animals
they seek and thus feel close to nature. Each time
afield they restore and refresh their bodies and
minds" (Anonymous 1977).

This is indeed the role of recreation, thus trapping is seen
as a legitimate source of recreation. Anti-trappers counter

that billions of people participate in outdoor recreation

without inflicting "pain and suffering" on animals while

doing so. Thus, trapping is not a necessary or desirable

form of recreation.

There is little argument that commercial trapping is a

longstanding tradition in America. The Pilgrims established

a commercial fur trade with the return of the Mayflower to

Europe while frontiersmen went into the vast wilderness of

America to trap furbearers, leading the way for settlers.

Trapping advocates often point to the past as an example of

the good that can come from trapping. "... Without the fur

trade the settlement would have been much slower paced"

(Anonymous 1982). Naturally, the antis have a different

view of the past. They point to the unchecked exploitation

of furbearers, leading to near extinction of many species,

including the beaver. They point to the purposeful

exploitation and corruption of Indian cultures for profit.

They conclude that trapping is not a heritage of which we

should be proud.

The heritage argument goes much deeper than this

however. Although it is generally conceded that hunting,

trapping, and fishing are privileges regulated by the

government rather than absolute rights, trappers often speak
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of their right to trap as a heritage. Some confusion is

generated by use of the word heritage, which can be defined

as either an inherited right, or a cultural tradition. A

review of letters to editors of various trapper periodicals
leaves little doubt that many trappers feel they have an

absolute right to trap and that this right is being
threatened.

The right to trap as a heritage of all Americans is one
of the most important arguments underlying the trapping

controversy. The fear that anti-trapping efforts are only a
"foot in the door" technique being used by antis in their

efforts to stop all trapping, hunting, and even fishing, is

the subject of many articles in trapping publications. This

perception of the antis' motives is the focal point around
which diverse, often antagonistic, groups consolidate to

defeat anti-trapping efforts. In fact, the Wildlife
Legislative Fund of America exists solely "to protect the

heritage of American sportsmen to hunt, to fish, and to
trap" by countering any anti activities.

Just as the cruelty of the leghold trap forms the basis
of most of the anti-trapping arguments, trapping heritage is

the foundation for arguments favoring trapping.

The Anti-trappers View of Wildlife Management

Much of the impetus to continue trapping is based on

the premise that trapping is essential for the well being of

the wildlife species involved. Trapping advocates,
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including most state wildlife agencies, claim trapping is
necessary for management of furbearer populations and that

the leghold trap is "the essential tool" (WLFA n.d.).
Basically, trapping advocates believe trapping is necessary

to keep furbearer populations at acceptable levels so that

essential habitat is not destroyed by overpopulation. They

claim that overpopulation often leads to increased incidence

of disease, predation on domestic stocks, and damage to

crops and property. Trappers say that "scientific wildlife
management" prevents or reduces these problems and that "the

leghold trap is the most efficient and effective tool
available to accomplish management activities." Trappers

also claim that commercial trapping plays a vital role in
the furbearer management scheme.

As mentioned earlier, there is a segment of the

anti-trapping element that disagrees with the fundamental

philosophy of wildlife management. The basis of

contemporary wildlife management programs is formed around

the idea that wildlife exist to be exploited for the use and
benefit of mankind. According to anti-trappers, this
philosophy, combined with existing wildlife management

techniques, is a tautological relationship. As stated in a

HSUS publication:

"Commercial trapping is essential to wildlife
management only from the perspective of managing on
a sustainable yield basis. Certainly if wildlife
is managed to produce an annual surplus, there is
created a need for the annual culling of that
surplus" (HSUS 1977, p. 18).

In other words, the problems associated with the impending
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overpopulation if trapping is stopped is, according to some,

an artificial condition created by current management

philosophy.

The opponents of trapping go on to indicate that,

although wildlife managers may apply scientific principles,

wildlife management as practiced is not a true science.

They say the idea that wildlife exists as a natural resource
is not scientific law but rather a biased, political
assumption, thus a philosophy (HSUS 1977, p. 7). This group

of anti-trappers dispels many of the ideas expounded by

trapping supporters. By their own admission, trappers and

state game departments claim to take only the surplus

animals from a population on a "sustainable yield" basis.

If this is the case, then it is obvious that this management
scheme is commercially advantageous. However, opponents

point out that it is "blatantly inconsistent" with the often
claimed objective of permanently reducing populations to

prevent disease outbreaks and reduce predation problems

(HSUS 1979).

Similarly, the claim that commercial trapping is

necessary to prevent overpopulation and subsequent habitat

destruction is said to be false for two reasons. First, if
a population was not trapped, other controlling factors,
such as higher adolescent mortality, would act to prevent

overpopulation. Anti-trappers indicate that trapping
"simply substitutes for other mortality factors and has no
substantial relevance in terms of control of the population"
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(HSUS 1979). Second, the management programs currently

pursued purposefully "maintain animal numbers at unnaturally

high levels" to improve trapping success. Therefore,

commercial trapping does not seek to control populations for

the animals' benefit (HSUS 1979).

The idea that commercial trapping culls the diseased

and weak, leading to healthier populations, is summarily

dismissed by anti-trappers. They point out that trapping

acts independently of the needs of wildlife, and that no

trapper deliberately takes the less valuable, diseased

animals. The term commercial trapping itself indicates that

it exists because there is a fur market, not because there

is an overabundance of wildlife. Trapping opponents contend

that fur fashion dictates which animals will be trapped, not

wildlife management. Animals with high population density

and low fur value are not trapped altruistically. In fact,

the reverse is often true. Rare animals often command high

prices and therefore are "subjected to the most intense

trapping [efforts]" (HSUS 1979). Table 3 illustrates the

relationship of market prices to furs trapped. Notice that

in all but one case (fisher), the numbers taken increased

substantially with price.

Perhaps more distressing to trapping opponents is the

fact that wildlife agencies operate as "closed corporations
tied to narrow based, highly specialized constituencies...."
(HSUS 1977). Trapping opponents feel the financial linkage

between the user segment and the regulatory agency results
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in a built-in bias which surfaces in the form of wildlife
management policies that cater to these special interest

groups. Thus, they contend that wildlife management

policies are superficial because they are actually involved
in the production of furbearers for harvest, not habitat

development, population control, disease control, etc. The

opponents of trapping would like the financing of regulatory

agencies to come from a general fund rather than from a

single segment of the population. This, they feel, would

eliminate bias in policy formation to the benefit of all
wildlife species and the entire populace of the United
States.

Table 3. Average Price Per Fur Pelt and Numbers Trapped
in the United States, 1970 and 1977.

1970 1977 INCREASE

Average
Price/
Pelt

Numbers
Trapped

Average
Price/
Pelt

Numbers
Trapped

Price Numbers

Bobcat $10.00 10,822 $126.00 106,547 12.6X 9.8X
Fisher 26.50 5,000 100.00 2,500 3.8 -2.0
Marten 7.50 9,000 20.00 35,647 2.6 4.0
Red Fox 10.00 150,000 62.50 314,744 6.3 2.1
Grey Fox 3.50 25,000 34.00 265,000 9.7 10.6
Muskrat 1.40 565,360 4.75 >2 mil. 3.4 3.7
Mink 7.50 4,500 14.00 10,750 1.9 2.4
Otter 18.00 1,135 65.00 2,223 3.6 2.0

In many cases, an increase in fur prices appears to result
in increased trapping. This indicates that trapping
activities might be market controlled.
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The Circle of Perception

The antagonism between trapping proponents and

opponents is based on fundamental differences in philosophy

and perspective. In general, one side views wildlife as a
resource legitimately used by the public, the other views

wildlife as having a right to exist apart from humans and
their activities. Within these extreme views, there exists

a relative continuum of opinion and many diverse arguments

to support them all.

The diversified philosophies of the antagonists and

their various opinions and arguments, coupled with emotion,

political motivation, and other vicissitudes, combine to

complicate the resource decision process. If good resource

policy decisions are to be understood, it is necessary to

illuminate the varying resource perceptions of the

antagonists. Perhaps the best way to approach this is to

establish a visual framework.

Figure 3, The Circle of Resource Perception,

illustrates four extreme positions of resource perception

and a continuum between each. On one axis of the circle are

placed the two extreme views Utilitarianism and

Preservation. Positioned on the other axis are the extremes

of Conservation and Waste (see definitions, Figure 3).

If an object or idea is placed in the center of the

circle, all groups or individuals concerned could place

themselves somewhere on the circle according to how they

perceive the subject. Position on the circle will vary
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THE CIRCLF OF RESOURCE PERCEPTION

Preservation

Waste Resource Conservation
Subject

Utilitarian

Definitions:
Subject

Preservation

Utilitarian
Conservation

Waste

an action, object, or idea being
considered.
to maintain and protect the SUBJECT. The
SUBJECT has a right to exist apart from
man.
the SUBJFCT exists for consumption and
utilization Dy man.
efficient and non-wasteful use,
protection, management.
to use inefficiently, to deplete, to
exhaust, or not to use.

Everyone concerned with a given RESOURCE SUBJECT will
perceive it from some point at or between the four extreme
views. As the SUBJECT changes so might perception and thus
position.

Figure 3. The Circle of Resource Perception.
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depending on what subject is being considered. For example,

if furbearing mammals are the subject of the circle, each of

the identified groups could be positioned on the circle
based on their perception of this resource (Figure 4).

Analysis of the arguments indicates that trappers have

a strong utilitarian philosophy. However, they also view

their activities as being beneficial to furbearers.
Therefore, they perceive furbearing mammals from a position

between Conservation and Utilitarianism (point A, Figure 4).

As mentioned earlier, many state wildlife officials view
furbearers as a resource existing to be used for the benefit

of mankind. Thus, this group is also utilitarian. However,

because they are concerned with a sustainable yield and

protecting the habitat, they are somewhat closer to

Conservation (point B, Figure 4). Anti-trappers, those

viewing all trapping as inappropriate, would be located at
or near Preservation because they feel that animals should

not be exploited by man. Because they also seek to see

animals protected, they fall slightly on the Conservation
arc of the circle (point C, Figure 4). The group of "antis"

interested in banning only the leghold trap, and not

necessarily all trapping, are of a philosophy closer to
conservation than their counterparts (point D, Figure 4).

Other groups could be similarly placed on the circle based

on an analysis of their arguments.

Notice that no group is perceived to be on the Waste or

depletion side of the circle. However, this positioning is
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THE CIRCLE OF RESOURCE PERCEPTION

Preservation

Waste Furbearing
Mammals

Utilitarian

Key

Conservation

A - the point on the circle from which COMMERCIAL
TRAPPERS perceive FURBEARERS.

B - the point frog which WILDLIFE OFFICIALS view
FURBEARERS.

C - the point from which ANTI-TRAPPERS view FURBEARERS.
D - the point from which ANTI-LEGHOLD TRAP ADVOCATES

perceive Furbearing mammals.

Each or the identified groups are positioned on the Circla
of Resource Perception based on how they perceive Furbearing
Mammals. Notice that all groups favor conservation of the
resources whereas some wish to preserve it; others wish to
use it.

Figure 4. Varying Perceptions or Furbearing Mammals.
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largely a factor of the perceiver (the person positioning

the players). The various perceptions of the players and

thus the ascribed positions are in this case ascribed by the

author based on his analysis of the content of their

arguments.

Perhaps more enlightening is where members of each

group would place themselves and their opponents on this

circle. If, for example, trappers were to position

themselves on the circle, it would probably be at point A in

Figure 5. They see themselves as more closely related to

wildlife management and conservation, and believe that by

utilizing animals as they do they are concurrently

protecting and conserving the resource. They view thei

opponents as a homogeneous group of preservationists.

However, because they believe furbearers are a resource to

be used wisely, not utilizing the animals would be
considered wasteful. Therefore, they would locate

anti-trappers at point B1 on Figure 5. On the other hand,

anti-trappers would place themselves at point B on Figure 5

viewing themselves as more conservation minded. They would

place trappers at point Al because they view trapping as an

improper use of animals, and thus as being wasteful.

Several things can be gleaned from this visual

presentation of resource perceptions. First, the varying
positions of the antagonists illustrates that they perceive
the subject in question differently. However, Figure 4

illustrates that both sides have a somewhat similar point of
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THE CIRCLE OF RESOURCE PERCEPTION

Preservation

Waste Commercial
Trapping

Utilitarian

Key:

Conservation

A - the point on the circle from which COMMERCIAL
TRAPPERS view the resource and the activity.

B - the point from which ANTI-LEGHOLD TRAP ADVOCATES
perceive the resource.

Al - the point on the circle where ANTI-LEGHOLD GROUPS
perceive TRAPPERS to be.

cl - the point where TRAPPERS believe that ANTI-TRAPPERS
are on the circle.

Wnere the antagonists view themselves and their opponents on
the circle reflects a perceived polarization of views. It
is thought that the decision making process fosters
polarization rather than compromise.

Figure 5. Varying Perceptions of Antagonists Relating to
Trapping of Furbearers.
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view, as both perceive themselves to be conservation

oriented. This indicates that their goals may be quite

similar and that the antagonism rests in their perception of
the policies adopted to meet these goals. Second, all of

the arguments for and against trapping are actually efforts

to demonstrate to decision makers that one group perceives

the resource properly, and that the other's views are
inappropriate. Because of this, and the nature of the

decision making process, there is an incentive to make the

opponents' positions appear more polar than otherwise

warranted. Unfortunately, this usually surfaces in the form

of vague arguments and perversities of fact, and results in

disputable policy decisions that invite continual
challenges. Finally, if sound resource policies are to be
developed, decision makers must be aware of the motivation

behind the diversity of arguments and recognize the

similarities between seemingly diverse groups. When this is

not done, resource conflicts are perpetuated.
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CHAPTER III

THE HISTORY OF THE ANTI-TRAPPING MOVEMENT

Introduction
On November 4, 1930, one of the most significant

anti-trapping actions surfaced in the form of a successful

referendum to ban the use of "inhumane" trapping devices in

the state of Massachusetts. Fifty years later, on November

4, 1980, a similar event took place at the other end of the

country. This time the voters of Oregon thwarted an

anti-trapping initiative. These two notable events are

indicative of the historically relentless efforts to ban
"cruel" trapping in the United States.

Anti-trapping sentiment is not a new phenomena. There

have probably always been people opposed to some forms of

trapping. One of the earliest recorded efforts to
legislatively restrict trapping in the United States
occurred in New Hampshire in 1901 with a statewide attempt

to outlaw spring operated traps. Since that time,

anti-trapping efforts have persisted at all levels of
government at varying times and places. For over 80 years,

people have been trying to either stop trapping or make it

more "humane". To date, there have been no less than 450

major anti-trapping bills introduced in the various state
legislatures and the Federal Government.

Anti-trapping legislation is not the only strategy used
to stop trapping or make it more "humane". There are three
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basic approaches. There is the protest demonstration,

usually accompanied by a boycott of fur products. There is

the alternatives approach which attempts to establish

substitutes in both product and technique. And finally,

there is the legislative approach. Protest demonstrations

and boycotts, although occurring quite frequently, are
difficult to document. The same is true of the alternatives
approach. The legislative approach, on the other hand, is

far easier to document and may be the most important as it

is usually the culmination of intensive anti-trapping
efforts. For this reason, legislative actions will be the
main focus here, although all three approaches will appear

in the discussion.
In studying the history of the anti-trapping movement,

it became apparent that the pattern of activities varied in
relatively distinct periods. This was first recognized as a

lack of anti-trapping legislation in the 1940's, 1950's, and
1960's. Explanation was possible only upon examination of

the content of trapping related articles in popular
periodicals through time. Table 4 summarizes these

findings.

Three distinct periods or phases in the anti-trapping
conflict surfaced. The first period began in 1925 and was

accompanied by a sharp increase in anti-trapping legislation

and literature. Those interested in seeing the end of

"cruel" trapping had a purposeful goal in mind and were

determined to reach it. Their tactics were not always
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systematic or skillfully applied, and were often based on a

sense of morals and laced with emotion. Thus, this period

could be considered an Idealistic Phase in the anti-trapping

movement.

Table 4. Changing Interest in Anti-trapping Activities as Reflected
in Bills Introduced and Articles in Popular Periodicals.

-----------------------------------_°__-----------------------------------------------------

NUMBER OF ANTI- QUALITATIVE CONTENT ANALYSIS
TRAPPING BILLS OF TRAPPING RELATED ARTICLES
INTRODUCED IN POPULAR PERIODICALS 1890-1982

I History i Economic Trapping Conservation Humane

Number I Romance Aspects Technique of Fur- Trapping
o.r';ria Number Per Year I of Trapping of Trapping bearers Issue
------------------------------------------------------------------ ------- -----

1925-39 99 7.1 11% 35% 7%

1940-67 9 0.3 31% 34% 20%

1968-82 342 24.4 25% 3% 16%

Notice that articles dealing with humane trapping and the
number of anti-trapping bills introduced follow similar patterns.

The second period began around 1940 and was

35%

4%

44%

characterized by regulatory activities and compromise. This

period will be referred to as the' Institutional Phase as
anti-trappers hoped that governments would institutionalize

humane trapping regulations. The third and current phase

began in the late 1960's and is called the Insight Phase.

The trapping opponents have become more sophisticated in

their approach due to experience and knowledge. Emotion

plays a smaller role, while arguments are often backed by

credible research.

In this and the following chapters, the history of
anti-trapping efforts in the United States will be
discussed. Particular attention will be paid to the
character of these periods as well as any other

128
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geographical, social, or historical patterns that may help

explain the persistence of this and perhaps other resource

conflicts.

Definition and Scope

Estimates of the number of anti-trapping actions vary

depending upon how they are defined. If all bills designed

to reform trapping are included, then the number climbs

substantially. For example, in the 1930's, Texas halted

trapping for several years in certain counties for the
purpose of restoring dwindling furbearer populations. This

was not an antagonistic action, as it was recommended by the

commissioners of the Parks and Wildlife Department and had

the support of many trappers. However, some efforts to

protect furbearers are instigated by anti-trappers and do

not have the trappers' or wildlife department's support.
These cases are antagonistic and should be counted as

anti-trapping events. For the most part, efforts to protect

furbearers through closed seasons and similar actions are

not included in this study.
Even though some trappers feel that many reform

efforts, such as name tags on traps, trap check periods,

trapper education, etc., are designed to harass the trapper

and eventually stop trapping, these are not seen as

anti-trapping actions and will not be considered as such in
this study.

Although relatively easy to document its occurrence, it
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is often difficult to determine the intent of a legislative

action. Descriptions of the same legislative bill vary

greatly. For example, SB 650, a bill introduced in Michigan

in 1979, was described by trapping supporters as an "attempt

to ban trapping statewide" (WLFA 1980). The same bill was

described by Defenders of Wildlife as an effort to "provide

humane standards in trapping by establishing a trap review

and evaluation committee" (Lykken 1981, p. 53). Both sides

believe they interpreted the intention of the bill

correctly; however, both have a built in bias that

predetermines interpretation. It is possible to circumvent

this problem by examining modifying words that usually

appear in the first or second sentence of a proposed bill.
Words such as prohibit, restrict, regulate, or require

usually indicate the intent of the bill.

There are actually only two types of bills relating to

trapping activities. There are those that would reform

trapping and those that would eliminate trapping. Even

though nearly every bill introduced is called an

anti-trapping bill, it should be pointed out that in many

instances the term "anti-trapping" is a misnomer. By far

the majority of bills introduced are not intended to stop

trapping per se, but rather to make it more humane. Bills
requiring name tags on traps, more frequent inspection of

trap lines, mandatory trapper education, or banning the

leghold trap are a few examples.

As mentioned earlier, most of the trapping controversy
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centers on the diverse perception of the spring operated

steel-jawed leghold trap. Trapping opponents view the

leghold as "cruel and unnecessary", whereas trappers view it

as the most "efficient and effective trap" and therefore
feel it essential to their activities. Thus, trappers

believe that outlawing this trap will essentially stop
trapping. Therefore, the leghold trap plays a major role in
the history of anti-trapping actions.

Early Anti-trapping Sentiment: 1900 to 1925

Prior to 1925, anti-trapping efforts were largely

sporadic and unorganized. Much of the concern during this

period was not directed at stopping trapping but at

protecting furbearers by regulating trapping activities.
There was growing evidence that populations of some

furbearers (raccoon, skunk, badger, beaver, otter, sea

otter, mink, marten, fisher, red fox, wolverine) were

decreasing and likely to follow the path of the passenger

pigeon if proper protective action was not taken (Taylor
1913). There were no adequate protective regulations during

this period. Animals were being taken during breeding

seasons and in the early fall when the fur was nearly
worthless. "I know it is wrong, this trapping in August
... but if I don't trap my neighbor will; might as well get

what I can while there is any left" (Martin 1914). Thus,

the Tragedy of the Commons was in full evidence and

furbearing populations were in trouble. Apparently,
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trapping was in need of regulation.

Exploitation of furbearing mammals under these

conditions was seen as leading to the inevitable destruction

of the fur industry. In this early period, much of the

concern for furbearers was related to these economic

considerations. Taylor (1913) pointed out that the economic

reasons for protective actions were significant. He said

there were two paths to follow:

(1) "[Furbearers] may be appropriated to man's use
as rapidly as possible, with no thought of future
supply. Their money-value thus becomes a perfectly
definite sum, which cannot be added to when the
species becomes extinct."
(2) "They may be wisely conserved, heed being paid
to the future. Their economic value under this
method would either remain at about the figure at
which it now stands, or would increase...."

During this period, many laws were written to protect

furbearers by regulating trapping activities. However,

these efforts were not adequate to prevent the decrease of

furbearers. In many areas of the country, open seasons were

too long, and existing laws were not being enforced. This

was "emphasized by the fact that far too many pelts

[reaching] the raw-fur markets [fell] into the unprofitable

class" (Ashbrook 1925). Ashbrook and others felt that fur

resources were not being given the attention they deserved

by state governments. They pointed out the economic value

of furbearers and exposed factors leading to the reduction

of furbearer populations. Their advice was to implement

sound trapping regulations that would maintain this valuable

resource.
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A review of the popular literature between 1890 and

1925 reveals that efforts to ban trapping or make it more

humane were very limited. Eighty-three articles relating to

trapping were found in 25 different periodicals. Of these,

only three dealt with the humane trapping issue (Table 5).

Table 5. Qualitative Content Analysis of Trapping Related
Articles, 1890-1925.

SUBJECT PERCENT

History & Romance of Fur Trapping 42

Trapping Technique 23

Economics of Fur Trapping 23

Conservation of Furbearers 8

Humane Trapping Issue 4

From 83 articles appearing in 25 different periodicals

Although anti-trapping efforts were meager, they were

nonetheless present during this time. The basic strategy

pursued by trapping opponents prior to 1925 was to promote

total boycotts of trapped furs. There were two difficulties

with this approach. First, there was the difficulty of

obtaining united action by women, and second, of determining

which furs were trapped and which were ranch raised.

Because of the latter problem, some activists advocated that

women not wear any furs, either ranched or trapped (Fiske

1921). The battle was being waged against the fur industry

and only indirectly against the trappers and their leghold

traps. There was only limited talk of alternative traps,
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and only sporadic attempts to legislatively require humane

trapping methods. Almost the entire anti effort was

directed at applying pressure on the fur industry to stop

using trapped furs (Anonymous 1911; Dimock 1911).

It is often suggested that much of the anti-trapping
sentiment grew out of concern for dwindling wildlife
populations. However, careful scrutiny of the literature
from this period indicates that most of those concerned with

dwindling populations of furbearers were not attempting to

stop trapping, but rather to establish sound management

through controlled seasons. Most of the pre-1925

legislation dealing with furbearers was directed toward this

goal. On the other hand, the anti-trapping sentiment,

though limited, was based almost entirely on the inhumane

treatment of furbearers, and was not for the most part

concerned with decreasing furbearer populations.

By 1925, several things became apparent that eventually

lead to a change in anti-trapping strategy. It was futile
to try to get women to stop wearing furs, better enforcement

of existing laws seemed unlikely, and trappers were not

voluntarily choosing humane options in their trapping

activities. Thus, the only way to stop the "cruelty"
inflicted on furbearers was to legislatively outlaw the
"torturing steel-trap" (Breck n.d., p. 28).
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The Idealistic Phase: Organizing Opposition, 1925 to 1939

The Legislative Strategy. Organized efforts to reform

trapping began in 1925 with the formation of the

Anti-Steel-Trap League in Washington, D.C. The league was

founded by Commander Edward Breck, Ph.D. for the sole

purpose of outlawing the leghold trap. Breck and his

followers made public the "cruel and inhumane" nature of

this trap in their nationwide crusade to save furbearers

from needless "pain and suffering". In an early booklet

titled The Steel Trap: A Manual of Information (undated),

the League proposed to:

"... Bring about the passing of a law by all state
and provincial legislatures, making illegal all use
of the torturing steel-trap and other non-killing
devices for taking fur...."
Followers of the Anti-Steel-Trap League believed

trapping of furbearers, particularly with leghold traps, to

be unnecessary and therefore "unethical". They believed fur

garments were not necessary for the well being of humans

because many substitutes, primarily woolen clothing, were

available. The League was not concerned with vivisection or

other cruelties to animals when it formed. Its only

objective was to outlaw the leghold trap. Organizers felt

that trapping with these traps was simply wrong, and that if

this was pointed out to the general public there would be no

controversy, the trap would simply be banned.

"While most other ethical and religious questions
give rise to bitter controversy, there is, and can
be, no dispute whatever about the unforgivable
atrocity of the steel-trap. The steel-trap is
unethical and to be condemned and abolished, for
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the very simple reason that it is barbarous, while
in no manner necessary to the welfare of man"
(Breck n.d., p. 13).

The League made no apologies for playing on human

emotion to achieve its goals. The strategies were straight

forward and designed to show women the "cruel" origins of

their fur coats (Figure 6). Victories would depend

"upon the organization of the womens' vote, for the
women are the moral backbone of the land, and it is
primarily their chief duty to right this great
wrong, just as they have been the chief offenders
in condoning it, though innocent for the most part,
through ignorance" (Breck n.d., p. 28).

Thus, it was the League's intention to educate women against

the "cruel steel traps" and to organize and mobilize their

vote when needed.

The League gave lectures and appealed to legislatures,

churches, womens clubs, mens organizations, and other

groups. By 1932, there existed a broad base of support

ranging from the Massachusetts Rod and Gun Club to the Ohio

Academy of Sciences. Within a few years after its

formation, the League had more than once introduced

anti-trap legislation in four different states. Although

they suffered several defeats, they more importantly

achieved several successes. In 1927, South Carolina made it

"unlawful to set, sell, make, or use a steel trap or any

like device" in that state. In 1929, Georgia passed similar

legislation, and in 1930 Massachusetts, by referendum, made

it unlawful to use trapping devices that "cause continued

suffering" to the trapped animal.
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Figure 6. Anti-trapping Poster.
This poster is indicative of the strategies used
to abolish the leghold trap during the Idealistic
Phase of the anti-trapping movement.
Source: Anti-Steel-Trap-Leaaue Newsletter, V7:4.
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Some contend that the Anti-Steel-Trap League had little

to do with the opposition to trapping during that period,
claiming that most of the opposition came from "rich fox and

'coon hunters' organizations" (cf. Reiger 1978, p. 49).

This is an underestimation of the League's importance in the

anti-trapping movement. They were pushing for an end to the

"cruelty" of the leghold trap. Their strategies for
achieving a leghold ban were to introduce legislation and

motivate support from such diverse groups as 'coon hunters

and womens clubs. Much of the support from raccoon and fox

hunters was related to cruelty as many were first hand

witnesses to the "cruelty" of the leghold while releasing
their accidently trapped dogs (Wallace 1942). The fact that

some of the early support may have come for reasons other

than humane treatment of wildlife did not bitter the taste

of victory. The "cruelty" point was raised, and by 1930 the

triumph in Massachusetts was indeed a victory for the humane

trapping movement.

During the period 1925 to 1939, at least 99

anti-trapping bills were introduced in the United States.

Those that could be documented appear in Appendix A. Figure

7 summarizes these anti-trapping events. Eighteen states

attempted to ban trapping or some form of trapping (the

leghold trap) during this period. However, only five states

actually banned trapping. Along with the statewide bans, 20

local municipalities banned the leghold trap for humane

reasons. Two states, Pennsylvania and Arkansas, as well as
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ANTI -TRAPPING ACTIONS 1925-1939

LEGEND

Q Attempted Bans
..tom,,. Trapping Banned - Conservation

Trapping Banned - Humane (State)

Trapping Banned - Humane (County)

Figure 7. Anti-trapping Actions 1925 - 1939.
Twenty states addressed anti-trapping legislation
during this period. Five states and 20 counties
succeeded in banning trapping based on the humane
issue. In addition, two states and parts of Texas
and North Carolina stopped trapping for
conservation reasons. Twelve states failed to pass
any restricting legislation.
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20 odd counties in Texas and 15 in western North Carolina,

also stopped trapping for a period of years. Many of these

latter bills were originally introduced to eliminate the
leghold trap; however, most were altered in the legislative
process and eventually were not anti-trapping in design, but

rather, existed to protect dwindling populations of
furbearers.

One of the most notable anti-trapping victories

occurred late in this period. In 1938, the state of

Kentucky banned the "steel trap". This was largely due to

the efforts of one woman, Miss Lucy Furman, Vice President

of the Anti-Steel-Trap League, who was dedicated to the

singular goal of seeing the steel trap banned in Kentucky.
Her efforts to stop cruel trapping had been waged for over

four years prior to the imposed ban (Wallace 1942). In 1934

and 1936, attempts to ban the leghold trap had failed.
However, by 1938, the existence of an alternative trap, a

leg-snare device invented by H. E. Hinman of the Belknap

Hardware and Manufacturing Company, made the idea of a ban

on the leghold trap more plausible. This new trap, combined

with the increasing support from womens clubs, fox hunters,

and other groups, was instrumental in the Kentucky ban.

A qualitative content analysis of popular periodicals

between 1926 and 1939 illustrates a dramatic change in the

concern for humane trapping from the previous 35 years

(Table 6). Comparison of Tables 5 and 6 indicates that only

four percent of the articles on trapping dealt with humane
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issues prior to 1926, while 35 percent dealt with humane

issues between 1926 and 1939. This growth in concern for

humane trapping is largely attributed to the actions of the
Anti-Steel-Trap League.

Table 6. Qualitative Content Analysis of Trapping Related
Articles, 1926-1939.

SUBJECT PERCENT

History & Romance of Fur Trapping 11

Trapping Technique 7

Economics of Fur Trapping 35

Conservation of Furbearers 11

Humane Trapping Issue 35

From 54 articles appearing in 20 different periodicals

The Anti-Steel-Trap League remained active in its

efforts to ban the leghold trap throughout the decade

following its establishment; however, its interests began to

diversify and by 1939 the League was also involved in

efforts to establish moose refuges and to protect mountain

lions, eagles, ducks, owls, crows, quail, song birds, circus

animals, and pets. Although these endeavors may have been

important, the diversification opened the door to ridicule

in the form of statements that the Anti-Steel-Trap League

was actually "anti-everything". These actions and

statements weakened the credibility of the league and

encouraged diverse groups to unite against them.
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The Alternative Trap Strategy. Coincident with the

legislative strategy dominant during this period was the

alternative trap approach. Most of this approach was

fostered by the American Humane Association (AHA) which

established a humane trapping committee in 1926. The

committeee, with its goal of making trapping more "humane",

began a humane trap contest in 1927 in an effort to find a

suitable replacement for the leghold trap. Literally

thousands of trapping devices were submitted by trappers,

inventors, and humanitarians from all over the world

(Anonymous 1936). The prize money totalled $500 and was

awarded under three categories of traps: box traps,

painless leg-gripping traps, and instant kill traps.

Prior to this, in 1921, the SPCA offered a $500 award

for a humane trap. Nearly 600 traps were unsuccessful

contenders. In addition, a $10,000 prize was offered, but

never awarded, by the National Association of the Fur

Industry (Drahos 1952).

Traps submitted in these contests were to take the

animal alive and uninjured or provide for an instant kill.

In addition, the trap should weigh no more than a standard

leghold trap; its bulk should be no greater; it should be

durable, easy to conceal, and have a wide range of service;

it must not be dangerous to the trapper; it must not ruin

the pelt, should be easy to set, and be produceable on a

large scale; and it should be inexpensive.

Many of the traps invented during this period were
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actually marketed. The Verbail Trap, invented by Vernon

Bailey in 1933, is one example (Figure 8). This trap was of

the leg snare variety, tossing a chain loop around the leg

of the animal and holding it without pain or injury.

Although this trap weighed only 1/3 that of the leghold and

was actually less expensive, the trap was not as efficient

as the leghold, and subsequently was not viewed by trappers

as a suitable alternative.

Figure 8. The Verbail Trap.
A) set, B) sprung.
A "humane" legsnare trap invented in 1933 by
Vernon Bailey. This trap was one,of thousands
submitted in a leghold trap replacement contest.

Much of the impetus to continue the trap contest was

based on the misconception that trappers themselves viewed

the leghold as "cruel and inhumane" and were eager to see it

replaced. It was generally believed that "trappers would
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welcome one [a trap] that would do its work in a humane

manner" (Bailey 1934), or that "when it [a humane trap] is

invented, the world will beat a path to the inventor's door"

(Anonymous 1936). With over 4000 patents issued for

alternative traps in the last 55 years, the prospect for an

acceptable alternative is grim.

One of the important outcomes of both the legislative

and alternative efforts to make trapping more humane was the

increase in regulatory activities. By 1936, 27 states had

implemented trapping reform legislation in the form of

management of trapping seasons, restrictions on the size and

type of trap (with or without teeth) and the location of

trapping activities. In addition, several states required

daily visits to trap lines, name tags on traps, permission

to trap from landowners, and trapping reports.

These and other similar results were received with

mixed feelings by trapping opponents. They agreed that all

of these measures were essentially good, but feared that

they were merely designed to appease the majority of the

anti-element while avoiding the issue of the leghold trap's

"cruelty".

The Institutional Phase: Regulatory Compromise 1940 to 1968

"We must not strive to accomplish the impossible"

(Conway, 1950)

By 1942, anti-trapping efforts had nearly ceased in the

United States. The few successful leghold trap bans that
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existed were being reconsidered and the AHA had suspended

its wildlife program, the humane trap contest with it. By

1948, all of the trapping bans had been lifted with the
exception of a few scattered counties.

After suffering so many defeats, humane sympathizers

began to recognize the strength of the opposition. Not only

were they fighting a highly organized trappers association,

which actually changed its name in 1937 to the American

Trappers Protective Association, but also millions of
consumers and a fur industry that was deeply ingrained into

the nation's economy (Culver, 1950).

The sentiment of the anti-trapping element had not

changed; it was still seeking humane trapping methods.

However, with the failure of so many legislative actions in

the previous decade, as well as the lack of acceptance of

alternative traps, came the realization that progress could
possibly best be made on a regulatory basis. The director

of the AHA in 1950, Ralph C. Conway, expressed the feelings

of much of the anti-trapping element at that time: "I feel
we should admit failure for a very practical reason, the
lack of a trap that is both suitable and humane" (Conway,

1950). He went on to point out that some restrictions
remained on the books because they were "restrictive yet

reasonable". He and others felt it was time to abandon

efforts to outlaw the leghold trap and to begin
institutionalizing humane trapping procedures, such as trap

check regulations (Anonymous 1947). These anti-trappers
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realized that sentiment alone would not provide a solution.

In lieu of a suitable alternative trap, the most practical

solution was the establishment of trapping regulations. For

28 years, between 1940 and 1968, this was the dominant

strategy pursued by humane trapping advocates.

A review of popular magazines during this period

supports the contention that the humane trapping movement,

so dominant in the preceding period, had all but died (Table

7). Only four percent of trapping related articles in

popular periodicals dealt with the humane trapping issue.

Table 7. Qualitative Content Analysis of Trapping Related
Articles, 1940-1968.

SUBJECT PERCENT

History & Romance of Fur Trapping 31

Trapping Technique 20

Economics of Fur Trapping 34

Conservation of Furbearers 11

Humane Trapping Issue 4

From 84 articles appearing in 28 different periodicals

Only nine anti-trap bills could be documented for this

time period. Interestingly, five of these were national in

extent (Appendix B). The national bills, all of which

failed to get out-of committee, called for use of humane

trapping techniques on all government lands. Their failure

was largely due to the fact that the government itself was

heavily involved in trapping with leghold traps under the
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Animal Damage Control Act of 1931.

Although the regulatory strategy was dominant during

this time and was supported by the ARA, some work was still

being done on alternative traps. In fact, the Conibear Trap

(Figure 2) was invented in this period. After the war

years, the AHA reestablished its humane trap contest and by

1959 was offering $20,000 in cash awards for a humane trap.

The Conibear Trap met many of the requirements set forth in

the contest rules; however, the entire award was not paid to

Frank Conibear, the inventor, because the trap was not

suitable for large animals and often malfunctioned in cold

weather. The trap review committee summed up the problem

with respect to one all-purpose alternative trap:

"What we must recognize is that the variety of wild
animals being trapped is so great, and the
conditions under which they are taken vary so much,
we are not likely to get a trap that will fill the
bill under all situations" (Robinson 1959).

As the trapping regulatory activities continued,

Defenders of Furbearers, formerly the Anti-Steel-Trap

League, also recognized that the legislative approach they

had pursued so vigorously in their first 15 years was not

working. Nevertheless, they did not jump on the regulatory

band wagon. They, and a dissenting segment of the AHA

(which later formed the HSUS) felt that the establishment of

regulations in the late 1930's was largely responsible for

the decrease in public support for a total leghold trap ban.

As stated by Guy Hodge of the HSUS in testimony on HR66:

"These measures were expedient responses intended to placate
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the public, they were ineffective from the perspective of

substantially reducing animal suffering" (Hearings 1975).

In 1950, Delos E. Culver, President of Defenders of

Furbearers, stated that:
"... Seeking punitive legislation at this stage of
the game is not only undesirable but useless. Laws
in themselves mean nothing unless backed by an
overwhelming public sentiment ... such sentiment
does not exist at this time" (Culver 1950).

He went on the say that Defenders would begin a "nationwide

campaign of education" designed to "awaken such sentiment".

Thus, their approach, although better organized, had

reverted to the pre-1925 strategies as they again embarked

on a campaign to expose the "cruelties" of trapping to the

public. It would be 31 years between legislative victories

in the form of a statewide ban on the leghold trap.

The Insight Phase: Renewed Interest and Refined Strategies

The 1970's saw a resurgence of the anti-trapping

movement. After being relatively dormant for 40 years, many

special interest groups became actively interested in the
humane treatment of trapped animals. Many attribute this to

the affluence of our society, along with increased leisure

time and the population shift from primary to the secondary

and tertiary sectors of the economic system. Although this

may be true, the literature of this period speaks of more
tangible factors.

As fur fashions began changing towards what the

industry calls "fun-furs", the dependence on ranch raised
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(short-haired) furbearers decreased and the demand for

wild-fur increased. For example, the average pelt value of

long-haired furbearers (fox, coyote, raccoon) doubled in

1972 and then doubled again in 1975 (Anonymous 1982, p. 11).

This led to more trapping and thus, in the minds of humane

sympathizers, increased the "pain and suffering" of

furbearing mammals.

At the same time, many of these humane groups became

discouraged with the regulatory approach. Most of the

states had cut back their furbearer management programs

during the preceding decade due to decreased trapper

participation and license sales (Denney 1982). The

regulations that had been adopted were viewed by humane

advocates as being inconsistent, unenforced, and existing

primarily to benefit the trappers, not the furbearers. In

short, the regulatory system, in their minds, was doing
little to alleviate the "pain and suffering" of trapped

animals. Similarly, it became evident that trappers

themselves were little concerned with humane treatment of

wild animals. The more humane traps that had been invented

and put on the market were not being adopted or widely used

by trappers.

With these factors being apparent, a renewal of the

legislative strategy was inevitable. Since 1968, nearly 350

major anti-trapping bills have been introduced at various
levels of government. Compared to the preceding period,

this was a phenomenal increase in legislative activities of
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this type.

A review of popular periodicals of this latest period
also reveals the renewed interest in humane treatment of

trapped animals (Table 8). The percentage of articles

dealing with humane trapping went from four percent in the

preceding period to 44 percent between 1968 and 1981.

Table 8. Qualitative Content Analysis of Trapping Related
Articles, 1968-1982.

SUBJECT PERCENT

History & Romance of Fur Trapping 25

Trapping Technique 16

Economics of Fur Trapping 3

Conservation of Furbearers 12

Humane Trapping Issue 44

From 32 articles appearing in 12 different periodicals

A review of legislative actions to stop trapping
indicates that, between 1968 and 1982, roughly 50 percent of

the anti-trap bills were introduced at the state level.
National anti-trap legislation accounted for about 20
percent and local efforts nearly 30 percent. At the state

level, 33 states have attempted at least one statewide

action against trapping, most of which were directed at the

leghold trap in particular. Figure 9 indicates the states

attempting a trapping ban, and those that passed a ban on

some form of trapping during this period. Appendix C

summarizes the states where a ban exists for humane reasons.
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Figure 10 denotes areas where local governments have

attempted to ban some form of trapping. In addition to

those cities and counties banning or attempting to ban

trapping, five states including, New Jersey, New York,

Virginia, Kentucky, and Tennessee, have attempted to usurp

state authority and allow local goverments to regulate

trapping. Appendix D provides more information on local

bans during this period.

Many states have attempted a ban on trapping on more

than one occasion. Figure 11 illustrates the frequency of
attempts in the 33 states where anti-trapping actions have

surfaced. A comparison of Figure 9 with Figure 11 indicates

that there is no relationship between frequency of attempts

and successful actions. For example, Rhode Island passed a

trapping ban on its first legislative action, whereas New
York has attempted a ban on 10 separate occasions and has

been unsuccessful to date. Interestingly, every state with

an existing ban was successful on its first attempt.

Another finding from the legislative analysis of this
period is that simply because a state passes an

anti-trapping law, does not mean subsequent legislative

actions of a similar nature do not occur. Appendix E lists

the legislative actions that followed the successful
trapping bans in each of the six states where one exists.
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ANTI -TRAPPING ACTIONS 1968-1982

LEGEND

Attempted Bans

Trapping Banned

Figure 9. Anti-trapping Actions 1968 - 1982.
Although 33 states have attempted to ban trapping
since 1968, only six have been successful.

/
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LOCAL ANTI -TRAPPING ACTIONS 1968-1982
24 cities
passed ban

water
sets
only

LEGEND

o City Attempted Ban

City Passed Ban

County Attempted Ban or _ County Ban Passed
Partial Ban in Effect

Attempted Home Rule

Figure 10. Local Anti-trapping Actions 1968 - 1982.
Many local governments have attempted to halt
trapping. Twenty-four cities in the Minneapolis
area have successfully done so. Ten counties in
northern New Jersey have banned the leghold trap,
as have 20 counties in Alabama and several in
North Carolina. The southern portion of New
Jersey allows water sets only. Local governments
in four states have attempted to usurp state
authority over trapping activities.

)
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FREQUENCY OF ANTI-TRAPPING ACTIONS 1968-1981

LEGEND

Number of Bans Attempted

0 4-9

1-3 ?10

Figure 11. Frequency of Anti-trapping Actions 1968 - 1981.
Thirty-three states have addressed anti-trapping
legislation on at least one occasion.
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Many of these actions are designed to further restrict

trapping activities, whereas others are designed to overturn

existing policy. Only one state (Massachusetts) actually

succeeded in further restricting trapping. Similarly,

states with partial bans, such as New Jersey, have also been

involved in efforts to extend existing bans.

Discussion of Strategies in the Anti-trapping Controversy

On the surface, it may appear as though the Idealistic

and Insight phases are similar because the primary strategy

during both periods was to attempt to legislate a ban on

"cruel trapping". Although this basic goal is common, the

approach during these two phases is quite different. The

earlier phase was steeped with emotion. Anti-trappers felt
that trapping was morally and ethically wrong and went

forward espousing the horrors of trapping. The latter

period varies greatly from this approach. Although there

are still some who argue against trapping based on emotion,

the vast majority have matured dramatically since the

Idealistic period.
Today's anti-trapping arguments are nearly always

backed by research and are much more sophisticated.

Organizations involved employ professional lobbyists and

lawyers to present their views. They have organized and

enlightened their members as to the best approach to use

when writing letters to legislators or attempting to
initiate a local anti-trapping effort. Some sample letters
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and model trapping bills published by the HSUS are good

examples of the kinds of information available to interested

parties (Appendix F).

Although trapping opponents have matured, there exists

an obvious incentive for trapping proponents to continue to

characterize their opponents as if they had not changed:

"[The people who oppose trapping] are not
professional wildlife biologists or
conservationists and wouldn't recognize a mink if
they found one swimming in their Cream of Wheat.
They know absolutely nothing about wildlife
management and conservation. Their opinions are
based on emotion alone, totally without facts or
foundation, and in conflict with the good sound
wildlife management practiced by state game and
fish departments countrywide" (Hoyt 1977).

Statements such as this are designed to portray anti-

trappers as being "mindless and emotional". It is true that

anti-trappers often present grim stories complete with

pictures of trapping attrocities in an obvious attempt to

elicit an emotional response from the public. Nevertheless,

neither side has a corner on emotionalism.

Trapping advocates also attempt to evoke an emotional

response to gain support for their position. The best

example is evocation of the fear of rabies. Further, it

appears as though trapping proponents cling to accepted

rhetoric, believing that what they say is fact or will

become so if repeated with sincerity. This probably stems

from their alliance with wildlife agencies and their

"scientific experts". (The antis view of this alliance was

discussed earlier.) Trappers feel little need to study the

issues and present results because they have the voice of
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most wildlife departments speaking for them. For example,

the New York Department of Environmental Conservation has

published a detailed article suggesting that responsible

trappers can offset the anti-trapping arguments by

remembering that "decades of scientific research and data

collection have proved that properly regulated hunting and

trapping are not harmful to wildlife populations" (Glass

1982, p. 13).

Anti-trapping arguments, on the other hand,

increasingly rely on supporting documentation because their

position is counter to current policy. They recognize the

need to add credence to their position, not simply to repeat

it. This indicates that the strategies of the antagonists

differ based on their perception of the public's relative

acceptance of their views. It also indicates the need for

anti groups to dispel the emotional argument or else remain

on the defensive.

The pro-trapping element is equally, if not more,

organized than its counterparts. Whereas most of the groups

opposing trapping are involved in many other animal and

environmental issues, the WLFA exists solely to counter anti

efforts of any kind. Their approach is outlined in

Fur-Fish-Game, and is presented here:

"The successful defense formula developed by the
WLFA in battling the antis in Ohio, California, New
Jersey, Georgia and other states (is):

1. Be convinced that the antis intend to stop
hunting, stop fishing, stop trapping and close
down wildlife management. There is no
compromise.
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2. Appreciate that all fish and wildlife interests
must come together for the single defense
purpose, and to help pay for professional
defense help.

3. Be convinced that the facts are on our side.
Don't be intimidated by the antis' shrill
outbursts. Believe that the American people
and the American press are educable about the
necessity for wildlife management. They will
understand, if we tell them, that uncontrolled
wildlife populations are bad for people and bad
for wildlife. Pledge to talk in terms of
benefits to people. Remember, raccoons don't
vote.

4. Don't dignify the antis' arguments. Don't
debate whether trapping is cruel. Talk about
how trapping is necessary for people. People
then will conclude that it is not cruel"
(Fur-Fish-Game 1979, p. 26).

By emphasizing these points, they are able to gain

tremendous support from various, often conflicting, groups.

Practically every "sportsman's" magazine since 1977 has

carried a message of this type to its readers:

"They [the antis] are against hunting and fishing
just as adamantly as they are against trapping
... They just thought anti-trapping was the most
salable product ... The bottom line is that if they
can do it to trappers they can do it to hunters"
(Outdoor Life, Feb. 1981, pg. 104).

"The leghold trap is the nominal target, but in
reality the "anti" forces are aiming at all
trapping, and perhaps even hunting and fishing"
(Outdoor Life, Feb. 1978, pg. 78).

"Never lose sight of the fact that the ultimate
objective of the anti organizations is to stop the
taking of wildlife by any means" (Fur-Fish-Game,
June 1979, pg. 26).

Not a single statewide anti-trapping effort has been

successful since the WLFA was formed. There is little

argument that the tactics used by WLFA (although
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controversial) are very effective.

In 1977, a constitutional amendment designed to ban the

leghold trap was placed on the Ohio ballot. The newly

organized WLFA immediately took steps to defeat this

measure. First, the bill was analyzed in an effort to

detect any inherent weaknesses. Second, polls were

conducted to determine areas where campaign efforts would

likely be most effective. The next step was to exploit the

ambiguities of the proposed amendment through the

advertising media. Campaign centers were established in

each of Ohio's 88 counties. Organizations such as the

AFL-CIO, Ohio Farm Bureau, the State Bar Association, The

Veterinary Medical Association, and of course hunting,

fishing, and trapping clubs, gun clubs, and many other

groups were contacted and recruited. The results of these

efforts are worthy of note. Just six weeks before the vote,

the polls indicated that the initiative would pass by a 7 to

3 margin. However, after this intensive and highly

organized campaign the anti-trapping measure was defeated by

a 2 to 1 vote (Anonymous 1978).

Perhaps the most effective step taken by the WLFA was

the analysis of the proposed amendment. This analysis

illuminated ambiguous wording. For example, Section 1 of

the proposed text stated:

"No person shall use in any manner in the trapping
of wild birds or wild quadrupeds any leghold trap
in this state. No person shall use any trapping
device in a manner which will cause continued,
prolonged suffering in a wild bird or wild
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quadruped in this state."
According to supporters, this wording was designed to

prevent simply renaming the leghold (i.e. pawhold, leggrip,

etc.). According to the opponents of the amendment, it

would outlaw all traps, including the common mouse and rat

traps. This opened the door to what is called "the rat-trap
controversy".

Much of the discontent with the amendment surfaced

because it contained no provisions allowing public health

officials to use leghold traps in the case of emergency
disease outbreaks. This oversight weakened the likelihood

of its success.

From the antis' point of view, the election was

obscurred with erroneous newspaper and television

advertisements about not being able to trap common sewer

rats and impending outbreaks of rabies if a trapping ban was

imposed. Multimedia ads presented by trapping proponents

warned that rats carrying rabies would inevitably infect
people if leghold traps were banned. Martha Scott, author

of A Contemporary Analysis of Animal Traps and Trapping

(1977), indicated that these ads were completely misleading

as rats "cannot transmit the disease to other animals"
(Scott 1978, pp. 61-62). In another TV ad, the mother of

Matt Winkler, a recovered rabies victim, asked for defeat of

the anti-trapping measure so that other children would not
contract the disease. Here again, the antis claim foul, as
the disease, according to the Ohio Department of Health, was
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never confirmed in the first place. In the second place,

the child had apparently been bitten by a bat, a carrier not

normally controlled by trapping.
In the opinion of those favoring the ban, these tactics

confused and misinformed the public, which surely deserved

better information. In this case, it was the pro-trapping
element that relied on emotion (the fear of rabies) and not

on fact (Scott 1978).

The second section of the proposed Ohio amendment was

equally disastrous to the anti efforts. Section 2 stated:
"Each separate violation of this amendment
constitutes a crime. In addition, any person may
bring a civil action in any Common Pleas Court for
an injunction to stop violations of this amendment.
Such person may recover the costs of the action and
reasonable attorneys fees."

According to opponents, this section would lead to repeated
harassment of trappers at no expense to those bringing suit.

This is an undesirable situation from a legal standpoint.
In recent years, the victories have nearly all gone to

trapping proponents. This is interesting when the results
of a government study conducted by Dr. Stephen R. Kellert of

Yale University are considered. In 1979, the Department of

Interior released the results of a study on "Public
Attitudes Toward Critical Wildlife and Habitat Issues"
(Kellert 1979). This study revealed that 78 percent of the
general public opposed the use of leghold traps for the
capture of animals. Yet in the Ohio and Oregon referendums,

fully two-thirds of the population voted against a ban on
trapping.
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Trapping proponents explain that the reason for the

shift is centered on education. Once the people understand

the issue, they are overwhelmingly in favor of trapping

(Anonymous 1981b, p. 53). The trapping opponents believe

that the shift was so dramatic because the people were

confused and mislead during the campaign. They back this

contention with a post election survey conducted by

Defenders of Wildlife in Oregon. They found that 67.9

percent of the voters still felt trapping was cruel, and
52.1 percent said they would vote to stop trapping for furs
(Polenick 1981). Defenders' feel the people were lead to

believe the trapping issue was an issue of disease and

predator control, not an issue of cruelty of the leghold
trap. This exposes a fundamental difference in approach of

the opponents. The anti-trappers feel that trapping is
cruel to animals; it therefore is an animal issue. Trapping

proponents, on the other hand, strive to make the issue

people oriented.

Anti-trappers do not put all the blame on their
opponents for their defeats, however. They also recognize

their own failures in the form of faulty and ambiguous

wording, underestimation of their opponents, and most

importantly, lack of coordinated effort.

If there is a single factor that reflects the
differences between the opposing groups, and that likely

determines success or failure, it is one of coordination.
The trapping proponents are far better organized than
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trapping opponents. The WLFA, with its singular goal to

preserve the opportunity to trap, hunt, and fish, often
coordinates counter actions. Their strategy is to bolster
support from seemingly diverse groups based on a single

common enemy that is attempting to stop trapping, hunting,

and fishing. They do not view their enemy as anti-trappers,

or anti-hunters, they view them as "anti-everything". This

approach resembles that pursued by the Anti-Steel-Trap

League in the 1920's and 30's when it focused on one goal,

to outlaw the leghold trap. They too were successful until

they began to diversify their interests.
The "antis" are composed of many diverse groups, some

opposing only cruel trapping, and some opposing all use of

animals. It is this diversity that has contributed most to
the defeat of recent anti-trapping legislation. Rather than

working together, these groups often work against one

another. Legislation composed by a group with one goal is

often belatedly altered to gain support from other humane

groups with fundamentally different goals (Hodge 1982). The

results are vague, ambiguous wording, and ineffectual

provisions that provide the loopholes and issues around

which opponents muster.

Local citizen groups often initiate campaigns without

experience or guidance from national organizations. Thus,

national organizations are left to respond to such efforts,
rather than lead them (Polenick 1981). This often results
in confrontations taking place where defeat is likely, such
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as Oregon, where predator control is a big issue. Further,

local groups are unable to organize sufficient support to

offset the highly organized resistance of the pro-trapping

element. This was the case in Ohio in 1977. Such defeats

have far reaching ramifications as they "create the

impression that the anti-trap movement lacks merit."

Further, these failures "reenforce the opposition's stature"

(Hodge 1982). This situation is best summed up in an HSUS

publication:

"To suggest that the performance of animal welfare
organizations has been a disappointment is an
understatement. Were it not for the tragic
overtones, our inept treatment of the trapping
issue could serve as a humorous statement on the
structural problems of the humane movement" (HSUS
1979).

If there is a lesson in the recent results of trapping

reform efforts, it is for the anti-trapping groups to learn.

They must get organized, agree on a common goal, and develop

comprehensive strategies. This lesson appears simple on the

surface, but perhaps is impossible due to inherent

philosophical differences. Nonetheless, trapping reform in

the form of a legislative ban on trapping, or some form of

trapping, is unlikely unless these diverse organizations set

their sights on a common and realistic goal.

The New Tactic: Animal Rights

According to Henry S. Salt (1894), the first instance

where animals were said to have rights occurred in England

in 1822 with passing of the "Illtreatment of Cattle Bill".
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Although this bill afforded protection to beasts of burden,

and not wildlife, it did set a significant precedent.

Animals were no longer considered mere property, they had

rights. In the face of this legislation, it might

necessarily follow that "if some animals are already

included within the pale of protection, why should not more

and more be so included in the future" (Salt 1894, p. 6).

In recent years, there has emerged from the humane

movement a "new breed" of activist espousing the concept of

animal rights. These activists believe that animals,

domestic and wild, have certain rights, including the right

to exist, be treated humanely, and when necessary,

dispatched humanely. Most of their activities are currently

related to agribusiness and thus the humane treatment of

domestic stock. However, their existence is seen as a

potential threat to hunting and trapping.

Although the idea of animal rights is newly proclaimed,

the philosophical basis is not new. In fact, the underlying

concept of the humane movement is simply that animals have

rights. What is new, is the evolution of a philosophy into

a new strategy to end inhumane treatment of animals. Animal

rights activists have employed highly skilled attorneys who,

according to WLFA, "know how to use the law to pick apart

hunting, fishing, trapping, and wildlife management"

(Anonymous 1982, p. 14). In this new philosophy, animals

are considered to exist in their own right and not solely

for use by humans. This approach to stop cruelty to animals
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is a philosophy foreign to contemporary wildlife management.

Assuming that humans in their actions are callous

towards animals when using the leghold trap, it is

interesting to speculate why this might be so. Many humane

advocates hold western religion and philosophy responsible

for the dichotomy of man and nature that results in the

"pain and suffering" endured by animals (White 1967;

Anonymous 1979, p. 238). Salt (1894) attempted to explain

this human insensitivity towards animals under two

theoretical contentions. First is the religious notion that

animals have no souls, whereas man is immortal. Within this

belief, emphasis is placed on a future life. The denial of

immortality to animals tends to lessen their chances of

being justly treated. In simple terms, humans are placed

above the animals on the life scale because humans are

supposedly immortal. It might further be argued that man

was created in the "image of God", suggesting a

perfectability not shared by animals. Second is the

Cartesian Doctrine, after Descartes and followers, that

animals are devoid of consciousness and feeling. The

contention that animals cannot feel pain, and that they are

incapable of knowing what they feel, is very much apparent

in today's trapping conflict. Here again, humans are placed

"above" the animals because humans are capable of reason and

feeling.

Two additional explanations that add to the dichotomous

view of man and animal are of equal importance. One is the
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Judeo-Christian ethic of man's dominion over the animals

which affords humans a justification for their actions. The

other is the relatively new "philosophy" of wildlife

management. The idea that animals are a renewable resource

"to be managed for the benefit of mankind", is the most

highly touted reason for continuing current trapping

practices.

Animal rights crusaders wish to alter current thinking

along these four lines. They are, through professionalism,

not emotion, taking the issue of man's right to use animals

as he so chooses into the courts. They are attempting to

grant individual animals legal standing. As Salt said

almost 90 years ago: "animals are possessed of a

distinctive individuality, and, therefore, are in justice

entitled to live their lives with a due measure of

... freedom" (Salt 1894, p. 7).

Trapping proponents are well aware of animal rights

activists. Many articles appear in trapping periodicals

that warn of the impending danger posed by the "new breed".

It appears as if trapping organizations are at this time

attempting to align themselves with agribusiness. Don Hoyt

Sr., President of the NTA, suggests that "sharp state

[trapper organization] leadership should waste no time in

establishing a close rapport with their [agricultural]

leadership." As mentioned earlier, this is a common strategy

employed by trapping proponents of late. By aiding

agricultural interests now, in their fight against animal
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rights activists, they gain a powerful ally for the future.

On the other hand, the animal rights philosophy exemplifies

the diversification occurring in the humane movement, and is

indicative of the problems created by such diversification.

While humane groups grow further apart, hunters, farmers,

trappers, and others are uniting against them.
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CHAPTER IV

FACTORS RELATING TO ANTI-TRAPPING EVENTS

It is well known that votes cast are measures of

attitudes, perceptions, and biases (Norris and Haring 1980).

Thus, vote results portrayed on maps can depict the spatial

variations of voter attitudes on a given resource issue.
Further, by areal association and statistical correlation
with other sets of geographic factors, explanation of the
vote behavior is approached. This chapter examines the

geographic aspects of anti-trapping sentiment at several

levels of government. The distribution of anti-trapping

bills introduced at the state level will be examined in

order to expose national trends. The vote results from

three states holding anti-trapping referendums

(Massachusetts, 1930; Ohio, 1977; Oregon, 1980) will be

examined at the county level. Vote results from selected

counties in Oregon will be analyzed at the census division

level. These analyses will help explain the spatial

variations in anti-trapping sentiment and thus shed light on

the relationship of some factors that might influence

anti-trapping support.

The pattern of anti-trapping events in the United

States since 1900 exposes an obvious East Coast bias. Every

state east of the Mississippi River, except Mississippi, has

attempted to legislatively ban trapping on at least one

occasion (see Figure 11). It might be argued that the
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observed pattern reflects the classic urban/rural conflict

that is prevalent in studies of electoral geography

(Krehbiel 1916; Crisler 1952; Key 1955; Haring 1959; Cox

1968; Brunn 1974; Norris and Haring 1980). Several

hypotheses can be advanced which might test the validity of

such thinking:

1. Anti-trapping events are most likely to occur in densely
populated areas.

2. Anti-trapping events occur in places where the
population is predominantly urban.

3. Anti-trapping events occur where a major portion of the
population is involved in secondary and tertiary rather
than primary economic activities.

To examine these hypotheses, the vote results from

three states holding anti-trapping referendums are compared

spatially and statistically to county level population data
obtained from United States Census records.

Population Density and Anti-trapping Events

Visual examination of population density and vote

results in the three states holding referendums seems to

support the hypothesis that anti-trapping sentiment is

strongest in densely populated areas (Figures 12-17). In

Massachusetts, notice that the most populous counties near

Boston and Springfield were over 70 percent in favor of a

trapping ban in 1930 (Figures 12 and 13). The Spearman Rank

Order Correlation Coefficient was equal to .86 indicating a

strong relationship between these two factors (Table 9).
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Table 9. The Statistical Relationship Between Voter Support
for a Trapping Ban and Population Density in Ohio,
Oregon, and Massachusetts.
(analyzed at the county level)

STATE SPEARMANS
RANK

RELATIONSHIP

Ohio .72 Strong
(1977)

Oregon .67 Moderate
(1980)

Massachusetts .86 Strong
(1930)

Combined .57 Moderate

In Oregon the relationship is also visibly obvious,
especially in the 17 counties east of the Cascade Mountains.

The population density of these counties are all below 20

persons per square mile (Figure 14). These voters strongly

opposed a trapping ban, with no county voting over 35

percent in favor of the ban (Figure 15). On the west side

of the Cascades, the relationship is less obvious, except in

a few counties. Multnomah County, for example, has the

highest population density in the state with over 1300

persons per square mile. This county was one of two

counties with over 45 percent of the people favoring a
trapping ban. In fact, in most of the more urbanized areas

of the county, over 70 percent of the voters supported the
ban on trapping. The next most densely populated county,

Washington County, however only had roughly 40 percent of

the voters in favor of the trapping ban. Jackson County,
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MASSACHUSETTS
POPULATION DENSITY BY COUNTY
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Figure 12. Massachusetts Population Density by County, 1930.

MASSACHUSETTS
ANTI-TRAPPING VOTE

1930

LEGEND
Percent Voting in Favor of Ban

45-55% 65-70%

55-6W1 - -70%
60-65%

Figure 13. Massachusetts Anti-trapping Vote, 1930.
The 1930 referendum to ban trapping in
Massachusetts passed by a substantial margin.
Visual comparison suggests a positive
relationship between population density and
anti-trapping sentiment.
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OREGON
POPULATION DENSITY BY COUNTY
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WASHINGTON
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Figure 14. Oregon Population Density by County, 1970.
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Figure 15. Oregon Anti-trapping Vote, 1980.
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Figure 16. Ohio Population Density by County, 1970.
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OHIO
ANTI -TRAPPING VOTE

1977
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Percent Voting in Favor of Ban
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.Figure 17. Ohio Anti-trapping Vote, 1977.
Most support in the anti-trapping vote in Ohio
came from the urban centers of Cleveland,
Columbus, Cincinatti, and Toledo. Support
diminished outward from these areas.
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on the other hand, with a relatively low population density,
had a vote result similar to that of Multnomah County.

These and other anomalies in the Willamette Valley brought

the correlation coefficient down to .67 for the entire
state. This is generally considered a moderate

relationship. However, these statistics may be misleading.

Analysis of Jackson County at the census division level

indicates that the density hypothesis is supported (Figures
18 & 19). Notice that the more densely populated areas of

the county were all over 55 percent in favor of the
anti-trapping referendum. The correlation coefficient in

Jackson County was .73. An analysis of other Western Oregon

counties at the census division level indicated a similar
positive relationship between anti-trapping sentiment and

population density (Table 10).

Table 10. The Statistical Relationship Between Voter Support
for a Trapping Ban and Population Density in Four
Western Oregon Counties.
(analyzed at the census division level)

COUNTY SPEARMANS
RANK

RELATIONSHIP

Jackson .73 Strong

Benton .79 Strong

Washington .42 Moderate

Multnomah .85 Strong
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JACKSON COUNTY, OREGON
POPULATION DENSITY
BY CENSUS DISTRICT

1970
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Figure 18. Jackson County, Oregon Population Density by
Census District, 197
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JACKSON COUNTY, OREGON
ANTI-TRAPPING VOTE
BY CENSUS DISTRICT

1980

Figure 19. Jackson County, Oregon Anti-trapping Vote by
Census District, 1980.
At the census division level, the contention is
supported that there exists a positive
relationship between population density and
anti-trapping sentiment.
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The vote result in the Ohio anti-trapping referendum

was also analyzed and is presented in Table 9. This state

demonstrated a strong positive relationship between

population density and concern for humane trapping.

The relationship between anti-trapping sentiment and

population density at the national level was also tested.

The variables examined were the population density of each

state against the frequency of major attempts to ban

trapping, or actual success in banning some form of trapping

(Figure 11). As expected, there was a strong relationship

(Rs = .73). In fact, the four states with the highest

population densities (New Jersey, 950/sq. mi.; Rhode Island,

900/sq. mi.; Massachusetts, 700/sq. mi.; and Connecticut,

625/sq. mi.) have already banned or partially banned

trapping.

It does not follow that all states or areas banning

trapping have high population densities or conversely, that

all states or areas with high population densities will ban

trapping. For example, Florida has a population density of

only 125 persons/sq. mi. yet has imposed a trapping ban.

However, the results do indicate that areas with high

population densities are more favorable to anti-trapping

ideas than other areas.

The reasons for the anomalies exposed in the density

analysis are difficult to ascertain. However, it is obvious

that in several cases some unknown factors exerted more

influence on trapping sentiment than did the factors
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associated with population density. One possible

explanation, that will not be addressed here, was alluded to

in Chapter III and deals with campaign organization and

media advertising. Another explanation for the deviations

might be related to urban/rural relationships. That is,

even densely populated urban areas may have favored trapping

merely because there exists a preponderance of rural

characteristics. This will be investigated in the next
section.

Urban/Rural Factors and Anti-trapping Support

The anomalies found in the density analysis indicate

that even some highly populated urban areas, having rural

characteristics, might oppose a ban on trapping. For

example, a comparison of the numbers of attempts to stop

trapping and percent of population in urban areas indicates

that Utah, Nevada, Arizona, Texas, and Oklahoma, are all
defined as being over 70 percent urban, yet none have ever

attempted to ban trapping statewide (Figure 11). In fact,
there was only a negligible statistical relationship between

these variables (Rs = .37). Therefore, simply because a

population is defined as urban does not mean that it will
oppose trapping. This. elucidates a probable misconception

adhered to by anti groups in assuming support from urban

areas. Indeed, it may be more important to determine the

character of areas where efforts should be focused rather

than merely their population parameters.
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One way to determine the character of an area may be to

examine the degree to which the population is employed in

the primary sector of the economy. In other words, there

may be a relationship between support for trapping and

dependence on primary resources as a livelihood. To examine

this hypothesis, the vote pattern in Oregon was compared to

sources of income at the county level (Table 11).

Table 11. The Relationship Between Source of Income and
Support for Trapping in Oregon, Analyzed at the
County Level

Primary Employment

Secondary Employment

Tertiary Employment

Correlation Coefficient (Rs)
.74

-.09

-.52

The results indicate that as dependence on primary

resources for income increased so did support for trapping.

This is apparent in a visual comparison of Figures 15 and

20. Conversely, as expected, support for trapping decreased

with employment in the tertiary or service oriented sector.

Those areas composed primarily of people employed in the

secondary sector of the economy are apparently evenly split

in their concern for humane trapping.

An interesting pattern emerges in the observation of

the Ohio vote map (Figure 17). Notice that from each of

four node cities (Cleveland, Columbus, Cincinnati, and

Toledo) support for the referendum diminished outward toward

the less populated or more rural areas. This suggests that
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anti-trapping ideas might originate in urban centers and

diffuse outward. This idea can be tested by correlating

vote results with the percentage of urban, rural non-farm,

and rural farm populations (as defined by the United States

Census Bureau) at the county level. It is suspected that

urban areas will show the most support for a ban on

trapping, and rural farm areas the least support for such

efforts, regardless of population density. Rural non-farm

areas should be transitional zones. Table 12 summarizes the

statistical results of this correlation for the three states

holding anti-trapping initiatives.

Table 12 Statistical Relationship Between.Anti-Trapping Vote
and Percent Urban, Rural Non-farm, and Rural Farm
Populations, Analyzed at the County Level.

Mass.
Correlation Coefficient (Rs)

Ohio Oregon Combined
URBAN .75 .57 .58 .62
RURAL NON-FARM -73. -.49 -.33 -.49
RURAL FARM - .77 -.68 -.41 -.50

In all cases, support for a trapping ban was strongest

in the urban centers. However, rural non-farm and rural

farm areas showed only a negligible difference. Thus the

contention that anti-trapping sentiment originates in urban

centers appears to be supported. The diffusion hypothesis,

however, is not obvious in these results.
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OREGON
PERCENT PRIMARY EMPLOYMENT

1970

LEGEND
Percent Primary Employment

Figure 20. Oregon Percent Primary Employment, 1970.
Visual comparison of the anti-trapping vote
pattern (Figure 15) and dependence on primary
economic activities suggests a positive
relationship.
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Trapping Intensity and Anti-trapping Actions

The periodization of anti-trapping efforts revealed in

this study is likely a result of many factors. Some ideas

concerning this periodization were discussed in Chapter III

and deal with the institutionalization of trapping

regulations, and the perceived failure of such efforts. It

was pointed out that unenforceable regulations and cutbacks

in furbearer protection programs were perceived to be doing

little to alleviate the "suffering" of trapped animals.

Similarly, changes in fur fashions, away from ranch raised

furs, were likely leading to increased trapping activity and

thus increased "suffering" by wild animals. These events

possibly combined to intensify anti-trapping actions. This

idea can be examined more closely by comparing the numbers

of anti-trapping events through time with the intensity of

trapping activities.

Figure 21 is a record of anti-trapping events since

1900. The patterns discussed earlier are obvious in this

display. If these activities are related to actual changes

in trapping intensity, then a comparison of numbers of

animals trapped through time should coincide with this

graph. Because many states do not require trappers to

report their take, it is impossible to determine how many

animals are trapped yearly in this country. However, it can

be shown that there is a strong positive relationship

between average fur prices and numbers of animals trapped

That is, as fur prices rise so do the numbers of animals
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trapped (see Table 3). For example, a Pearson's Correlation

Coefficient (r) of .79 was found in a comparison of average

muskrat prices and numbers of muskrats taken in Michigan. A

similar comparison in Pennsylvania resulted in a r=.72.

These states are two of the few that do report annual fur

take. Therefore, by comparing changing fur prices, which

are readily available, with anti-trapping actions, the
hypothesis that increased trapping activities lead to'
increased anti-trapping actions can be examined. Figures 22

- 27 present the changes in average fur prices for fox,
raccoon, muskrat, bobcat, river otter, and beaver between

1900 and 1982. There appears to be a remarkable concordance

with anti-trapping actions (Figure 21). Fox and raccoon

prices in particular seem to mirror anti-trapping events.

Further, nearly all fur prices rose sharply in the early
1970's. This coincides with the significantly sharp
increase in anti-trapping actions during this time. Thus,

there appears to be a strong positive relationship between

trapping intensity and anti-trapping events.

Summary

Several hypotheses were presented and examined in order

to shed light on some factors that may influence the

occurrence of anti-trapping actions. It is likely that all

of these factors, and others not examined, combine to

influence support for anti-trapping events.
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(Figure 21). This suggests a positive
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Anti-trapping sentiment is strongly related to
population density. In most cases, there is a positive

relationship between high population density and opposition

to trapping. However, it does not follow that all urbanized

areas, as defined by the United States Census Bureau,

support such ideas. In fact, many urban areas appear to

favor trapping, thus indicating that a preponderance of

rural characteristics may exert more influence than the

density relationship at certain times and places. This

contention was supported through a comparison of

anti-trapping support and sources of income. It was shown

that in densely populated areas where a major portion of the

work force was involved in the primary economic sector,

support for anti-trapping legislation was minimal.

It was further shown that, in most cases, support for

anti-trapping actions is strongest in urban centers. This

implies that such actions might originate in urban environs

and be diffused to the surrounding areas. However, the

available data did not fully support the diffusion
hypothesis.

Finally, it was shown that there is a positive

relationship between intensified trapping activities (as
reflected in fur prices) and increased anti-trapping

actions.
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CHAPTER V

SUMMARY DISCUSSION

Trapping of furbearing mammals continues to be a

controversial activity. There are many who would like to

see trapping, particularly trapping with leghold traps,

outlawed. There are many diverse arguments related to this

issue; however, they can be grouped into three main

categories. First, there are arguments concerning the

inhumane treatment of trapped animals. Second, there are

arguments dealing with how humans benefit from trapping.

Finally, there are arguments related to the role of trapping

in wildlife management. All of the arguments are

accompanied by credible counter arguments. Thus, the

trapping issue seems unresolvable.

Examination of special interest group publications

indicates that the resource perceptions of the antagonists

are based on fundamental differences in resource philosophy.

However, it also indicates that their basic goals are

similar. Nevertheless, suitable compromise is nearly

impossible due to the nature of the decision process which

actually rewards polarity of views. Unfortunately this

usually surfaces in the form of vague and contradictory

arguments, perversities of fact, and results in disputable

policy decisions. This invites continual policy challenges

and serves to perpetuate resource conflicts.

Over 450 major anti-trapping bills have been introduced
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in the United States since 1900. Roughly 50 percent of

these have occurred at the state level. Thirty-three

states, primarily in the east, have addressed anti-trapping

legislation, only 9 states have actually banned trapping for

humane reasons. Six states currently ban trapping or some

form of trapping. Approximately 20 percent of the

anti-trapping efforts occur at the local level. The

remainder of the anti-trapping efforts (30 percent) have

surfaced at the federal level. However, only one bill (HR66

in 1975) was seriously considered. Thus, anti-trapping

success has been minimal. Despite the many failures,

anti-trapping actions are growing in intensity and are seen

as a threat not only to trapping but to hunting and fishing
as well.

The pattern of anti-trapping events since 1900 has

illuminated three evolutionary phases in the anti-trapping

movement. The first phase, called the Idealistic Phase,

began in 1925 with the organization of the Anti-Steel-Trap

League. The League introduced legislation designed to

outlaw the leghold trap in 18 different states during the 15

years following its formation. Those pursuing an end to

"cruel trapping" believed trapping to be morally and

ethically wrong. Their tactics were designed to elicit an

emotional response from an informed public.

The second phase in the anti-trapping movement is

called the Institutional Phase and began around 1940,

lasting through 1968. This phase was characterized by
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regulatory activities at the state level. Those pursuing

humane trapping put their faith in government and hoped that

regulations to minimize "pain and suffering" by trapped

animals would be institutionalized. Very few anti-trapping

bills were introduced during this period.

The third and current phase, referred to as the Insight

Phase, began when anti-trappers recognized the failure of

government to substantially reduce "painful" trapping

activities. Since 1968, nearly 350 anti-trapping bills have

been introduced at various levels of government. This later

phase differs from the Idealistic Phase in that those

opposing trapping argue from knowledge and experience rather

than emotion.

The persistence of anti-trapping events through time

indicates that it is futile to support any single position

on trapping over another. In fact, doing so serves only to

revive counter efforts. Realizing this, understanding of

the underlying tenets of each side should be sought. In the

anti-trapping conflict it was shown that most of the issue

revolves around the fear that anti-trapping efforts will

usurp trapping heritage. However, analysis of key words in

proposed anti-trapping legislation indicates that most are

designed to ban the leghold trap, not all trapping. The

decision process disguises this behind a veil of arguments

that are unresolvable and serve only to cloud the issue.

The reoccurrence of anti-trapping events suggests that

a cyclic pattern may exist in resource conflicts and that
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the pattern of events may evolve through distinct and

recognizable phases. These cycles may be perpetuated due to

the nature of the decision process that rewards polarity

rather than compromise. Anti-trapping activities are likely

to continue until decision makers can recognize and

accommodate the common goals of the antagonists.
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APPENDIX A

Documented Anti-trapping Bills, 1925 - 1939.

1926 New York To outlaw inhumane failed
trapping devices

1928 South Carolina To outlaw leghold traps passed
1928 Massachusetts To outlaw inhumane failed

trapping devices
1929 Massachusetts To outlaw inhumane failed

trapping devices
1929 Geogia To outlaw leghold traps passed
1929 Texas Trapping halted to conserve passed

(20 counties) wildlife (1 yr.)
1930 New York Steel-tooth traps outlawed passed
1930 Massachusetts To outlaw inhumane passed

(referendum) trapping devices
1931 Florida To outlaw inhumane failed

trapping devices
1931 North Carolina Trapping halted to conserve passed

(15 counties) wildlife (indefinite period)
1931 New Hampshire To outlaw inhumane passed

(1 county) trapping devices
1931 Nebraska To outlaw inhumane failed

trapping devices
1931 Maine To outlaw inhumane failed

trapping devices
1931 New Jersey To outlaw inhumane failed

trapping devices
1931 Delaware To outlaw inhumane failed

trapping devices
1931 California To outlaw inhumane failed

trapping devices
1931 Ohio To outlaw inhumane failed

trapping devices
1931 Ohio To outlaw inhumane passed

(1 city) trapping devices
1932 Florida To outlaw inhumane failed

trapping devices
1932 Texas Trapping halted to conserve passed

(6 counties) wildlife (1 yr.)
1932 Alabama To outlaw inhumane passed

(5 counties) trapping devices
1934 New Jersey To outlaw inhumane failed

trapping devices
1934 Kentucky To outlaw inhumane failed

trapping devices
1934 Texas Trapping halted to conserve passed

(1 county) wildlife (3 yrs.)
1934 North Carolina To outlaw inhumane failed

trapping devices
1935 Texas Trapping halted to conserve passed

(1 county) wildlife (1 yr.)
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1935 New York To outlaw inhumane passed
(1 city) trapping devices

1936 Kentucky To outlaw inhumane failed
trapping devices

1936 Arkansas Trapping halted to conserve passed
wildlife (indefinite period)

1936 Wisconsin To outlaw inhumane failed
trapping devices

1936 New Jersey To outlaw inhumane passed
trapping devices (land sets)

1936 Texas Trapping halted to conserve passed
(6 counties) wildlife (1 yr.)

1937 Pennsylvania To outlaw inhumane failed
trapping devices

1937 Wisconsin To outlaw inhumane failed
trapping devices

1937 Connecticut To outlaw inhumane failed
trapping devices

1937 Oklahoma To outlaw leghold traps failed
1937 Pennsylvania Trapping halted to conserve passed

wildlife (indefinite period)
1937 Wisconsin To outlaw inhumane failed

trapping devices
1937 Alabama To outlaw leghold traps failed

(1 county)
1937 North Carolina To outlaw inhumane passed

(9 counties) trapping devices
1937 North Carolina Trapping halted to conserve passed

(13 counties) wildlife (indefinite period)
1937 Virginia To outlaw inhumane passed

(2 counties) trapping devices
1938 New York To outlaw inhumane passed

(2 cities) trapping devices
1938 Kentucky To outlaw inhumane passed

trapping devices
1939 Wisconsin To outlaw inhumane failed

trapping devices
1939 Indiana To outlaw inhumane failed

trapping devices
1939 Arkansas Trapping halted to conserve passed

wildlife (3 yrs.)
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APPENDIX B

Documented Anti-trapping Bills, 1940 - 1968.

1942 Virginia
(1 county)

To outlaw inhumane
trapping devices

passed

1957 California Steel-tooth traps outlawed passed
1957 National

(gov. lands)
To outlaw
trapping

inhumane
devices

failed
1958 Ohio

(Cleveland)
To outlaw trapping passed

1959 National
(gov. lands)

To outlaw
trapping

inhumane
devices

failed
1961 National

(gov. lands)
To outlaw
trapping

inhumane
devices

failed
1963a National . To outlaw inhumane failed

(gov. lands) trapping devices
1963b National To outlaw inhumane failed

(gov. lands) trapping devices
1967 Connecticut To prohibit trapping by

those under 16
failed
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APPENDIX C

Statewide Trapping Bans in Effect, 1968 - 1982.

1969 Massachusetts All traps must be designed to kill
mammals at once, or take them alive,
unhurt.

1973 Florida The Florida State Game Commission
outlaws the leghold trap statewide
(except by permit) by administrative
rule.

1975 Massachusetts Bans all leghold trapping except water
sets.

1975 Tennessee Land use of leghold trap banned except
in burrows.

1976 South Carolina Sale, manufacture, and use of leghold
traps is prohibited, except size 3 or
smaller, near buildings or on personal
land.

1977 Connecticut Land use of leghold traps banned
except in burrows.

1977 Rhode Island All spring operated steel-jawed traps
are prohibited. Instant kill and box
traps are allowed.
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APPENDIX D

Local Trapping Bans in Effect, 1968 - 1982.

1971 Alabama Trapping with steel-jawed traps is
prohibited in counties with
populations of 38,100 to 40,500 and
41,750 to 45,000. (Roughly 20
counties fall into this category, see
Figure 10.

1979 Connecticut

1980 Illinois

1977 Maryland

1981 Maryland

The city of Westport banned the use
and manufacture of steel-traps.
The city of Belleville (50,000) bans
trapping within city limits.
Montgomery and Prince Georges Counties
outlaw leghold traps on land.
Carroll County prohibits the use of
snare traps. Baltimore County tried
to outlaw all trapping, however, the
state court ruled it an illegal act.

1973 Minnesota Nine cities ban all trapping, 12
cities ban leghold traps, and one
county bans sale of leghold traps.

1978 Minnesota Minneapolis bans all trapping.
1979 Minnesota St. Paul bans use and sale of leghold

traps.
1980 Minnesota The city of Oakdale bans all trapping.
1969 New Jersey The cities of Oakland and Paramus

prohibit the use of all traps except
those that take animals alive and
uninjured.

1972 New Jersey Ten of 21 counties oultlaw leghold
traps totally, other 11 allow water
sets only.

1977 North Carolina Several counties ban the leghold trap,
Cumberland, Rowan, and Pender counties
included.

1978 Oregon The city of Gearhart bans trapping
within city limits.

1978 Washington King County (Seattle) outlaws trapping
in public parks.
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1982 Wisconsin The city of Janesville outlaws leghold
traps.
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APPENDIX E

Subsequent Legislative Bills Following Initial Trapping Ban

Massachusetts

1969 Initial ban - all traps must kill instantly or take
alive, unhurt.

1975 Extended ban - leghold traps are banned (except water
sets).

1977 An attempt to recind existing ban - failed.
SB 869 - to prohibit trappers under 18 years of age -
failed.
SB 838 - to prohibit trappers under 18 years of age -
failed.
SB 837 - to prohibit trapping on public lands -
failed.
SB 870 - to require landowner permission to trap -
failed.
SB 873 - to allow #2 or smaller legholds on land -
failed.
SB 498 - to authorize use of leghold for humane
testing - failed.

1979 An attempt to include water sets in leghold ban -
failed.

1979 An attempt to recind the existing ban - failed.
1980 SB 1164 - To include water sets in existing ban -

failed.
HB 2877 - To include water sets in existing ban -
failed.
HB 3064 - to include water sets in existing ban -
failed.

1981 HB 4420 - no traps larger than 2 inches - failed.
HB 1165 - to include water sets in existing ban -
failed.
SB 965 - to require written permission from landowner
- failed.
SB 990 - to include water sets in existing ban -
failed.
SB 998 - to ban all trapping statewide - failed.
SB 1000 - to shorten trapping season - failed.
SB 1026 - no trappers under 18 years of age - failed.

1982 SB 851 - to include water sets in existing ban -
failed.
HB 2299 - to allow farmers to use leghold on land -
failed.
HB 3520 - to ban Conibear on land and in <2' of water
- failed.
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Connecticut

1977 Initial ban - land use of leghold banned except in
burrows.

1979 To outlaw leghold traps statewide - failed.
1980 To outlaw leghold traps statewide - failed.
1981 SB 62/HB 6168 - To outlaw leghold traps statewide -

failed.
Rhode Island

1977 Initial ban - spring operated legholds outlawed.
1979 An attempt to recind current ban - failed.
1980 To allow # 1 1/2 legholds - failed.
Tennessee

1975 Initial ban - land use of leghold banned except in
burrows.

1978 SB 722 - to allow local communities to regulate or
prohibit trapping (home rule) - failed.

1979 SB 30 - to ban leghold statewide - failed.
1980 To allow predator trapping on land - failed.
South Carolina

1977 Initial ban - use, manufacture, and sale of leghold
(except #3 or smaller) is prohibited.

1980 Forty percent of state recinds leghold ban.
Florida

1973 Initial
l

ban - outlaws leghold trap by administrative
ru e.

1979 Request to allow limited use of leghold - refused.
1981 Attempt to legalize fox trapping - failed.
1981 Attempt

failed.
to allow #1 1/2 leghold on private land -
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APPENDIX F

Anti-trapping Materials

Anti-trapping materials made available by the Humane Society
of the United States.



The Humane Society of the United States
2100 L Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20037

Sample Letters to the Editor
Subject: Trapping and Furs

A letter to the editor addressed to a newspaper or magazine
can be an effective way to publicize the cruelties associated
with the exploitation of furbearing animals. A published
letter places the humane viewpoint before the general public.
A letter to the editor may be used to rebut the comments
of newsmakers whose opinions are contrary to those of human-
itarians. A letter to the editor may be used to attract
attention to an aspect of the trapping issue which has not
been adequately addressed by the news media. A letter to
the editor may be designed. to alert the public to an impending
event of special importance such as a legislative hearing on
a bill to prohibit use of the steel jaw trap,

of persons who favor the trapping of furbearing wildlife. A

letter to the editor should quickly capture the attention of
the reader, persuasively explain the problem, offer realistic
solutions, and recommend a course of action for sympathetic
readers. The letter should be signed and the writer should
include his or her mailing address and telephone number.

The editorial staffs of newspapers and magazines tend to
select for publication letters which are topical. Thus,
the writer might use as a basis for seeking publication
of a letter to the editor such events as the opening day
of the annual trapping season, a published advertisement
on a fur sale, an incident in which a local pet was caught
in a steel jaw trap, the introduction of a bill before
the state legislature or city council, or a published
article relating to the fur industry.

There are general rules which should be followed in drafting
a letter for publication in the opinion-editorial page of
a newspaper or magazine. A letter to the editor should be
brief and to the point. Writing should be confined to those
comments which are necessary to the reader's understanding of
the trapping issue. The letter should be grammatically
correct, properly punctuated, and legible. Information should
be accurately presented and statistics referenced to their
source. The writer should not assail the motives or sincerity
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(Also can be used for Commentary or Viewpoint Section editorial)

In recent years the trapping of wild animals for their fur
has become the topic of a raging controversy focusing upon
the continuing use of the steel jaw trap. An estimated
seventeen million wild animals are trapped for their furs
annually within the United States. A majority of these
animals are victims of the steel jaw trap, an antiquated
device used since 1823 to capture and hold an animal by
its limb.
Trapping techniques have changed little during the past
150 years. The steel jaw trap is hidden at the entrance
to animal dens, along paths of travel, or submerged in
water. When triggered by the weight of an unsuspecting
animal, the steel jaws clamD shut, often biting into the
skin of the leg. more commonly, the animal's efforts to
escape result in torn flesh and ligaments and broken bones.
For some animals the fear and pain is so intense that they
chew off their own limbs to escape. The Humane Society
of the United States has accumulated evidence which suggests
that such incidents are neither infrequent nor are the
injuries suffered by animals superficial. An HSUS booklet
references four independent studies by wildlife biologists
which concluded that 24% to 435c' of animals caught in steel
jaw traps received crippling injuries.
The steel jaw trap will indiscriminately close upon any
animal which touches upon the triggering mechanism. In
Western states golden eagles are among the unintended
victims which are frequently caught in steel jaw traps.
Dogs and cats are also among the non-target animals which
fall prey to the steel jaw trap. The HSUS has cited two
surveys showing that of 360 documented cases of domestic
pets being caught in steel jaw traps, in 8.6% of the in-
cidents, it was necessary for veterinarians to euthanize
the animals; and in 31c of the cases, it was necessary
for the affected limb to be amputated.
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Recently there appeared in this newspaper an advertisement
promoting fur coats as symbols of affluence and fashion. This
glamourized portrait of fur garments belies the horror by which
living creatures are transformed into items of wearing apparel.
Each year in the United States, an estimated seventeen million
wild animals are trapped for their fur. A majority of these
animals are victims of the steel jaw trap, an antiquated device
used since 1823 which tortures its victims. A booklet by The
Humane Society of the United States references four independent
studies by wildlife biologists which concluded that 24% to 43%
of the animals caught in steel jaw traps received crippling
injuries including torn flesh and ligaments and broken bones.
The steel jaw trap will indiscriminately capture non-target
animals including golden eagles. The ESUS also has cited two
surveys showing that of 360 documented cases of dogs and cats
being caught in steel jaw traps, in 8.6% of these incidents,
veterinarians euthanized the animals; while in 31% of the.
cases, it was necessary to amputate the injured limbs.

Nor can those consumers who eschew wild pelts in favor of
garments made from ranch-raised furbearers be consoled by
assurances from furriers that such animals have been treated
humanely. The HSUS reports that mink, fox, and chinchilla
are isolated singly in small pens. Many ranch-bred furbearers
suffer from genetic deformities, such as blindness, deafness,
and neuro-muscular disorders.

Animal suffering is an element of the exploitation of every
species of animal which is killed for its fur. Newborn barn
seal pups are clubbed on the ice of the eastern Canadian
shoreline. Karakul lambs are prematurely aborted to produce the
curly fur which characterizes Persian lamb garments. Beaver and
muskrat are trapped underwater and drowned.

As a nation which is a world leader in the area of animal rights,
we must cease to patronize an industry which has so clearly
demonstrated a bloodthirsty attitude toward animal life. It
is unacceptable for the fur industry to torture and kill animals
in the name of human vanity and greed.
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This week marks the opening day of the trapping season. To
better understand why this event is a cause for dismay among
humanitarians, I ask the reader to imagine himself or herself
as one of the seventeen million wild creatures which this year
will be needlessly transformed into items of wearing apparel.

You are startled as the metal jaws clamp shut upon a foreleg.
You are caught in a steel jaw trap, an antiquated device used
since 1823. You attempt to flee, but tumble as the chain to
which the trap is anchored becomes taut. You pull back
attempting to pull your leg free, but the steel jaws remain
tightly closed. With each movement of your leg, the trap
bites more deeply into the skin and ligments. In fear and
frustration, you bite at the trap breaking teeth; blood oozes
from your mouth. The injured limb becomes inflamed and swollen.
The pressure of the trap jaws restricts the flow of blood causing
your leg to'ache with a throbbing pain. As once again you
twist and pull'your awkward movements cause dislocation of
the limb which is held fast in the trap. Becoming even more
frantic you struggle wildly - the bone fractures. Intent upon
ending hours of torment, you begin gnawing at your paw.
Finally, you are free, a part of your severed limb remains in
the trap as testament to the horror of your ordeal.

This sequence of events may seen incredible to those un-
acquainted with animal traps and trapping. Yet, The Humane
Society of the United States has collected extensive documentation,
based upon independent studies by wildlife biologists, which
show that 24% to 43% of the animals caught in steel jaw traps
suffer crippling injuries. Of course, few animals actually
escape from traps: the fate of most trapped animals is to
drown in a water set or to be bludgeoned to death by trappers
after hours or even days of torment.

When measured in terms of animal suffering, the price of a
fur coat is far too great. Man need not torture animals
in the name of human vanity and personal profit. Indeed the
use of the steel jaw trap violates our moral and ethical
responsibility to other living creatures.



and referendum campaign is expensive and can re-
quire resources and a political organization equal
to those required for any statewide political cam-
paign, such as a U.S. Senate race. Furthermore,
the real issue of the cruelty of animal traps can be
easily distorted in the public mind through oppos-
ing media campaigns that create public fears of
rabies and proliferation of wild animal populations.

The second option is administrative regulation.
Many of the provisions outlined in the HSUS sug-
gested bills could be issued as regulations by state
agencies without additional legislation. The
-'Florida Fresh Water Fish and Game Commission,
for example, has banned both steel jaw and coni=
bear traps. This approach is possible in most states

The third and most common option is passage of
legislation by the state legislature. Such legislative
measures. take a variety of forms. Rhode island,
for example, has enacted the most complete ban on
.the steel jaw trap. The only exemption pertains to
landowners who are allowed permits to trap nui-
sance animals. R.I. Gen. Laws §20-32-8 (Cum.
Supp. 1978). According to Rhode Island officials,
this permit provision has been used sparingly. New
Jersey has banned the trap in its most populous
counties. In addition, New Jersey prohibits trap.
:ping by anyone under the age of 14, N.J. Stat..

would prefer a complete prohibition against 'the
steel jaw trap. However, the bill necessarily pro-
vides these exemptions to answer claims that legis-
lative restraints would handicap government offi-
cials in responding to public health and property
damage problems.
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MODEL STATE TRAPPING BILLS

Introduction

In the United States, the authority to control
trapping has rested traditionally with the states. At
the state level, there are three possible approaches
to trapping reform: initiative and referendum, ad-
ministrative regulation, and legislation. All three
approaches have been used in efforts to ban steel
jaw traps. Of the three, the initiative and referen-
dum approach is the most difficult. An initiative

because of the extensive regulatory authority
already possessed by wildlife agencies under ex-
isting statutes. A major stumbling block to this
avenue of reform, however, is the traditional
fraternity between wildlife management officials
and trappers.

Ann. §23:4-38.1 (West, Cum. Annual Pocket Part
1979). Massachusetts law restricts use of the steel
jaw trap to land owned or leased by the person us-
ing the trap and to underwater sets in which the
captured animal would quickly drown. Mass. Ann.
Laws ch. 131, §80A (Michie/Law. Co-op, Cum.
Supp. 1979). Such statutes are regulatory measures

which help curb trapping's worst cruelties. Other
reforms that can be enacted through legislation or
regulation are restrictions on the size of traps and
the number of sets, required daily trap checks, and
the authority to afford immediate relief to injured
animals found in traps. However, like many regu-
latory measures, these restrictions can be difficult
to enforce. A simple ban on steel jaw traps is often
more desirable, although politically more difficult
to achieve.

The HSUS has prepared two separate pieces of
suggested legislation. The first would simply ban
the use of steel jaw traps, but with two exemptions:
the animal nuisance exemption similar to that in
the Rhode Island law and an exemption that allows
steel jaw traps to be used by state officials to re-
spond to public health emergencies involving
animal-related diseases such as rabies. HSUS

The second bill, described more fully below, is a
broader measure which regulates all forms of trap-
ping and seeks to mitigate its worst aspects.

Simply finding a sponsor for a bill will not result
in passage. The sponsor of the bill should be a
legislator who is concerned about the issues and
willing to devote the requisite time and energy to
promote the bill. Ideally, the sponsor should be a
member of the committee that will consider the bill
or else a member of the legislative leadership or be
an otherwise influential legislator who can sway his
or her fellow legislators to support the bill.

Even with such a sponsor, citizens advocating
legislation cannot expect the sponsor to do all the
work. Informed and persuasive testimony should
be prepared; supportive letters and visits from con-
stituents to their legislators should be arranged.
Lastly, since in almost all states the legislation is
subject to the governor's approval, the governor
must be persuaded to support the bill. In all these
efforts, it is important to contact and work with
other animal welfare organizations and interested
individuals within the state.
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AN ACT
TO BAN THE STEEL JAW TRAP

Section 1: Definition

The term "steel jaw traps" means those spring-powered devices or traps which capture or hold an animal by
exerting a lateral force with fix-mounted jaws on the leg, toe, paw, or any other part of the animal's body.

Section 2: Prohibition

Except as provided in Sections 3 and 4 of this Act, no person shall use, set, place, maintain or tend, or cause to
be used, set, placed, maintained or tended, steel jaw traps.

Section 3: Exception for Public Health Emergencies

a) This Act shall not apply to State employees using steel jaw traps to alleviate an emergency to the public
health, safety, and welfare, after such use has been ordered or approved by the Director of the Department of
Health.

b) Before ordering or approving the use of steel jaw traps, the Director of the Department of Health shall
determine (1) that an emergency involving the public health, safety or welfare exists or is imminent, (2) that alter-
native methods of alleviating the emergency do not exist or are inadequate, and (3) that the emergency can be al-
leviated by use of steel jaw traps. The Director shall then specify the counties within the State which are affected
by the emergency and order or permit designated State personnel to use steel jaw traps within these counties for a
period not to exceed one hundred eighty (180) days. Such period may be extended for no more than ninety (90)
days upon determination that the emergency and the need for use of steel jaw traps exist. More than one exten-
sion may be granted but each extension shall require a separate determination that the emergency and the need
for use of steel jaw traps continue to exist.

c) The Director of the Department of Health shall notify the public of the affected counties and periods of in-
tended use at least seven (7) days in advance of any deployment of steel jaw traps.

Section 4: Exception for Animal Nuisances

a) This Act shall not apply to any person who owns or leases land and obtains a special permit from the Direc-
tor of the Department of Natural Resources to use steel jaw traps on his land to alleviate an animal nuisance
problem. Such person shall apply in writing for the special permit and shall set forth facts in the application ade-
quate for the Department to make a preliminary. determination as to whether or not an animal nuisance exists on
the applicant's land which can be alleviated by use of steel jaw traps. If the preliminary determination is
favorable to the applicant, the Director shall then make his own investigation which must confirm, before any
permit is issued, the existence of the animal nuisance and the need for use of steel jaw traps. Such special permits
shall be issued for a period not to exceed thirty (30) days.

b) The Director of the Department of Natural Resources is authorized to issue special permits for the purpose
of alleviating animal nuisance problems pursuant to subsection (a) of this section.

Section 5: Penalties

Any person convicted of violating this Act shall be punished by imprisonment for not more than six (6)
months, or fined not more than one thousand dollars ($1,000), or both. Each violation of this Act shall be con-
sidered a separate offense.

Section 6: (Any Necessary Technical Amendments to Conform Existing Trapping Laws)

Section 7: Effective Date

This Act shall take effect within days after enactment.
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GENERAL TRAPPING REFORM BILL

Introduction

The steel jaw trap is the most widely used device
to the trapper's arsenal of equipment and justifi-
ably serves as a focal point of the trapping contro-
versy. However, humanitarian concerns include a
broad range of trapping activities. Accordingly,
the alternative bill presented below addresses a
variety of issues involving animal traps and trap-
ping. The primary purpose of the bill is to ensure
that all traps and trap sets conform to the public
policy of preventing animal suffering. Under Sec-
tions 2 and 3 of this legislation, no trap would be
authorized for use within a state unless that device
has been found to painlessly capture and hold, or
immediately kill or render unconscious and insen-
sitive to pain, any animal taken in the trap.

The trap evaluation provision is sufficiently flex-
ible to address all manner of trapping devices,
thereby eliminating the need for a succession of
legislative proposals relating to individual trapping
systems. This approach not only provides a safe-
guard against the use of any patently inhumane
trap but also allows scrutiny of commercially pro-
duced traps which are promoted as humane inno-
vations.

To simplify the process of trap evaluation, Sec-
tion 4 of the bill prohibits the use of certain speci-
fied devices - steel jaw traps, for example -

documented as causing injury or suffering to
trapped animals. This provision is also intended to
alleviate the concern of trapping reform advocates
who fear that the historical alliance between trap-
pers and wildlife management agencies could serve
as an impediment to the proper implementation of
the law.

Trapping proponents have argued, with some
validity, that juvenile and other novice trappers art
responsible for a majority of incidents in which
animals are injured in traps. Therefore, Section .
establishes as a condition of licensing that each
trapper demonstrate his competency and proficiency
in trapping animals. Also, provision for the super
vision of juvenile trappers is made in Section 6.

To facilitate law enforcement and minimize the
risk of suffering to trapped animals, Section 7 re
quires that traps be identified with ownership tag:
and Section 8 that trap sets be periodically visited
Section 9 enables appropriate law enforcement per
sonnel to alleviate the suffering of trapped animal:
which have sustained painful physical injuries. The
final major provision, Section 11, promotes the re.
frnement and improvement of wildlife capture
techniques, as may be required for necessary wild
life management, through the creation of a

research fund.

AN ACT TO PROVIDE HUMANE STANDARDS IN THE TRAPPING OF WILDLIFE
AND DEPREDATING ANIMALS AND FOR OTHER PURPOSES

Section 1: Definitions
a) The term "steel jaw traps" means those spring-powered devices or traps which capture or hold an animal by ex-

erting a lateral force with fix-mounted jaws on the leg, toe, paw. or any other part of the animal's body

b) The term "deadfall traps" means those devices or traps which capture an animal by crushing, stunning, or

holding it by means of a weight.

c) The term "pit traps" means those devices or traps which capture an animal by causing it to fall into a hole or pit.

d) The term "Director" means the Director of the Department of Natural Resources.

Section 2: Prohibitions
No person may manufacture, sell, offer for sale, buy, possess, use, set, import or transport, for use in the capture of

animals. an) trap, net, snare, or other trapping device which is not approved for use under provisions of this Act.

Section 3: Trap Evaluation
The Director of the Department of Natural Resources shall evaluate traps and approve for use only those trapping

devices which painlessly capture. or immediately kill or render unconscious and insensitive to pain. their victims. The
Director is authorized and directed to conduct such tests and studies as are necessan to evaluate trapping devices in
accordance s%ith the provisions of this section The Director shall publish and periodically update a list of approved
trans
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Section 4: Prohibited Traps
Notwithstanding the provisions of Section 3 of this Act, the Director shall not approve for use steel jaw traps, dead-

fall traps, pit traps, and any trap set intended to suspend an animal by its limb or hold an animal by its neck.

Section 5: licensing
a) No person shall set or cause to be set any trap unless said person has first obtained a valid license to trap from the

Department of Natural Resources, provided that no license shall be required of a resident landowner or lessee for the
purpose of removing wild animals which are causing or may imminently cause damage to agricultural crops, or which
are endangering human safety, or threatening livestock or other property.

b) The Director shall develop such standards as are necessary to ensure the competence and proficiency of ap-
plicants for a license to trap. No person shall be issued a license until he has passed a test of his knowledge and skill.

Section 6: Trapping by Juveniles
No person under sixteen (16) years of age may purchase, set, or otherwise use any trap, net, snare or other device for

the purpose of capturing animals unless such person has received a permit from the Director for such purpose and
shall be under the immediate supervision of a licensed trapper, whose name shall appear on the permit.

Section 7: Identification of Traps
No person shall possess, set, place, tend, or otherwise use, any trap which does not bear a metal tag or permanent

mark showing the name and address of the owner. Traps and trap tags shall be maintained in a manner which ensures
that this information shall be legible at all times.

Section 8: Trap Set Visitation
Every trap set of any kind shall be visited by the owner or other licensed person using the set at intervals of time not

to exceed twelve (12) hours and any animal caught therein shall be removed.

Section 9: Injured Animals
Notwithstanding any other provisions of state law or regulations of the Department of Natural Resources, it shall

be permissible for an agent of a duly incorporated humane society or other law enforcement official to alleviate the
suffering of any animal which has sustained a physical injury while caught in a trap, whether legally set or not. Any
official or agent removing an animal from a trap under authority of this Act shall notify the Department of Natural
Resources of such action.

Section 10: Trapping on Other Persons' Property
No person shall set, arrange or tend any trap upon any land or from the shores of any waters of which he is not the

owner or occupant until he has secured from the owner or occupant a permit in writing signed by said owner or occu-
pant, and until he shall have filed with the Director a copy thereof, together with a description of the land on which
trapping is to be done.

Section 11: Trap Research and Development
A sum equal to five percent (507c) of the revenues collected from the sale of trapping licenses shall be reserved for the

development of non-lethal systems, which provide for the humane control of wildlife populations and of nuisance
animals. The Director is hereby authorized and directed to conduct studies and tests and enter into contracts or other
agreements as are necessary to fulfill the provisions of this section.

Section 12: Authorization
The Director is hereby authorized to establish rules and regulations necessary for the administration and enforce-

ment of this Act. Such regulations shall be promulgated within nine (9) months after the enactment of this Act.

Section 13: Penalties
Any person convicted of violating this Act or any regulation promulgated under provision of this Act shall be

punished by imprisonment for not more than six (6) months or fined not more than one thousand dollars ($1,000) or
both. Every violation of this Act shall be considered a separate offense.

The Humane Society of the United States, 2100 L Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20037
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